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A baaa of unpolarlsod «lactrons is crosssd at right anglas 
with a baam of partially polarised aodiun or potassiua atoau 
(degree of polarisation 9^ — 21%).The resonance radiation 
fro* excited states is observed in a direction 
perpendicular to both beams, and the Stokes parameters Vi, 9 ,  

and Vj of the emitted photons are measured.

*1 -
1(0*)-I (90*) 
1(0*)+1(90*)

I{45*)-I(135*) I(RHC)-I(LHC)
»1 - ------------  » *. -

I (45*)+1(135*) 1 (RHC)+I(LHC)

where 0*, 45*, 90* and 135* corresponds to the polariser angle 
measured from the electron beam direction and RHC, LHC to 
right and left hand circular polarisation in the 
spectroscopic definition.Because of reflection syssMtries, 
only Pi is expected to be non-sero for unpolarised atoms. If 
polarised atoms are used with their spins parallel to the 
direction of the observed photons, Pj should also become non
zero (in addition to P̂ ) while Pa remains zero. Such an 
experiment was originally proposed by Klelnpoppen, Phys. 

Rev. Al, 2015 (1971).
Ne report here an independent measurement on the neutral 
sodium Max (3»Pva,i,a - 3»S,„) transition ( X - 589.0, 589.« 
nm) and present new results for the neutral potassium XI 
(5*Pv*,i/a -4*8i/,)transition(X - 404.4, 404.7nm). The sodium 
results show close similarities to the work done by S. 
Osimitsch, DlplMurbeit Universltht Bielefeld (1983) and 
Jitachln at ai J. Phys. B U  1899 (1984) especially for P^ 
and Pj. The potassium results for Pj agree well with the 
theoretical prediction of zero and the results for Pj show
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olos* •Inllarlti«* to thos* of sodium results st high and 
intsrmsdiats anargias, while at low energy especially close 
to threshold they differ . The threshold polarisation (»1) 
in the case of potassium is about 10%. Our values for 
sodium are somewhat higher than the results of Osimltsch 
(1983) and Jitschin at si (1984) and in very close agreement 
with the theoretical work done by Hoores and Norcross, J. 
Phys. B £, 1482 (1972) and Kennedy eC al, J. Phys. B 3759 
(1977) .The trend of P> for potassium is similar to that of 
sodium in such a way that it is low at low energy and 
Increases in value as the energy increases, until it reaches 
a limit of 17% at high energy. The circular polarisation, *„ 
depends on the particular interaction processes which took 
place. At low energy, the three interaction channels, the 
exchange, the direct and the interference interaction are 
comparable and this will explain the low value of *, at low 
energy due to spin flips of the electron of the atom in the 
exchange processes. At high energy the circular 
polarisation », is high which Indicates that the exchange 

processes are minimal.
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1 Introdiietion

Tb* «Ikall M t « l  «toaa such as sodiua and potaaalu«, ara 
coapoaad of a slngla alacbron outalda a cora of coo^lataly 
fillad alactron sballa. In tba ground stata of an alleali 
■atal atom, tba outar alactron Is in tba nS stata wltb n ~ 
3 for sodlum and n - 4 for potassiun. Tba alleali SMtal atoa 
is considarad to ba axeltad If tba outar alactron Is found 
to ba In tba 3V or any blgbar stata for sodlun or in tba 4P 
or any blgbar stata for potassiun.

Tba alactron Isipact n8 - nP axcltatlon of alleali aatal atons 
bas baan tba subjact of numarous axparinantal and 
tbaoratlcal Invastigatlons sinca about 1930. Tba work dona 
bafora 1968 «ras raviaaad by Hoisaeriteb and Ssiltb (1968 and 
1969) . Tba irork dona batiraan 1968 and 1978 is baan covarad 
by Bransdan and HcDorrall (1977 and 1978).

Thara ara tbraa natbods of finding tba total cross sactlon 
for axcltation. Tba first matbod suits tba sbort-llvad 
statas. In tbls natbod tba alacton baan collldas «ritb tba 
aton in a collision ebanbar containing tba gas undar study. 
Light of tba particular «ravalangtb fren tba collision 
cbaidjar is than collactad at right anglas to tba alactron 
baan. In tba baginning of tbls cantury this light «ras 
racordad on a photographic plata and tha intanaity of aacb



lin« hmmra information about tha total cross section of that 
stats. Sines ths invention of the photomultiplier, a more 
direct relationship is established between the observed 
light output and the electron excitation cross section.

The second method is suitable for states with a long life 
time . When a metal surface is bombarded by a beam of 
metastable atoms , the ejected electron bears information 

about the state of the metastable atom .

The third method depends on the fact that when an electron 
collides with an atom it loses energy. Energy loss spectra 
can be obtained and hence the total cross section for the 

excitation can be determind .

Different methods have been used in calculating the total 
cross section for nS - n» excitation of alkali metal at<»s 
and other elements. The basic characteristic of these 
cross sections is that the highest values are found in the 
neigbourhood of the excitation threshold due to the strong 

coupling between the initial and final states of the 
resonance transition ns - np,as seen in figure 1,taken from

Flg.l Total cross sections for the 
3s-3p excitation of sodium. Curve 
1: first B o m  approximation 
(Karule and Peterkop, 1965). 
Curve 2: modified Bethe 
approximation (Seaton, 1955). 
Curve 3: impact parameter method 
(Seaton, 1962) . Curve 
4: unitari zed B o m  approximation 
(Salmona and Seaton, 1961). Curve 
5: resonance distortion method 
(Lane and Lin, 1964). Curve 6: 
3s-3p close coupling approximation 
neglecting exchange (Barnes, Lane, 
and Lin, 1965).



B. Moi««iwitseh and S. Smith(1968). Exparimantally , Hafnar 
•C al (1965) have naasurad tha polarisation o f  sodium D 
linas and found that it dacraasas monotonically with anargy 

from about 15% at thrashold as seen in figura 2 .

Fig. 2 Tha excitation function and tha polarisation of tha 
first resonance line of “Bal( Hafner at. al 1965).

Apart from tha result given by Hafner at si (1965) tha wor)c 
on sodium and potassium reviewed by Moisewitch and Smith 
(1968) has been carried out in static vapour rather than 
with beams. Later on many papers appeared using a crossed 
beam technique to study sodium and potassium. Kennedy at al 
(1977) used tha experimental and tha theoretical worlc of tha 
total cross section for excitation of tha first resonance 
line of sodium and potassium and compared it with the 
theoretical wor)c done by him using the unitarised 
distorted~wave polarised-orbital model as seen in figure 3 

and 4, respectively .



Fig.3.Integrated(total) 
cross section (xa.*) for 
the first resonance 
transition of MaZ to 
IkeV. Experimental 
results:* Enemark and 
Gallagher (1972); x-x-x 
Zapesochnyi at al 
(1975) . Theoretical 
results: — FBA
(Halters 1973);- - -
Glau)»er (Walters« 1973); 
. . . . M c C a v e r t  an d
Rudge(1972);----OHWPO II
(Kennedy, 1977).

Figure 4.Integrated (total) cross section (wa,*) for the 
first resonance transition of XX to l)ceV. Experimental 
resultato William and Trajmar (1977); x-x-x Zapesochnyi 
et al (1975). Theoretical results: — FBA (Walters
1973);----Glauber (Walters);....McCavert and
Rudge(1972);----ONWPO II (Kennedy,1977).

Heddle and Gallagher (1989) wrote a c<»«>rehenslve review on



all tha axparinantal work which has baan carriad out to find 
tha optical axcltatlon functions for sodlun and potasslua 
and othar alamants. This raviaw próvidas a critical raports 
of tha axparinantal rasults . From this raviaw wa borrow 
figura 5 and 6 for sodium and potassivia, raspactivaly. Also 
from Chan and Gallaghar (1978) wa taka figura 7 which 
•usnsarisas most of tha thaoratical work dona to calculata 
tha optical axcitation cross sactlon for tha rasonanca 
transition 48 - 4P for potassium comparad to tha 
axparimantal work. In tha tima batwaan tha appaaranca of tha 
CMsprahansiva raviaws by Moiseiwitch and Smith (1968) and by 
Baddla and Gallaghar (1989) many papars appaarad in which 
tha total cross sactlons for tha excitation of sodl\im and 
potassium wars datarmined. The maasuramant of tha total 
axcitation cross sactlon is assantlal Isacausaf whan atoms 
ara excitad by unpolarisad electrons and tha light emitted

rig 5. Excitation 
function of tha D lines of 
sodium: (X) Enamark and 
Gallaghar (1972); (0) 
Phelps and Lin (1981).

Fig. 6. Excitation 
function of the rasonanca 
doublet of potassium: (X) 
Chan and Gallaghar (1978); 
(O) Phelps at ml. (1979); 
(___) Papp at al. (1983).



Fig. 7. Noxiullzcd optical excitation 
cross section for the resonance 
transition of KX cos^red with 
theoretical calculations The
excitation cross section of KX have 
been calculated by Vainshtein et 
a l .  ( 1 9 6 5 ) , . (first B o m  and VPS), 
Green and Nlllianson(1974) (first 
Bom, Beths and Och)cur), McCarvert 
and Rudge(1972), (truncated Bom- 
Oppenheiner approximation), Felden 
and Felden(1973), (correlation
model), Walters(1973), (Glauber 
approximation) , Kennedy et 
a l .  ( 1 9 7 7 ) , .  (unitarized-wave- 
polarlzed-orbital model (ODWPO), and 
Mathur at a l . ( 1 9 6 9 ) ,  (classical 
Impulse approximation). There are 
also Independent close-coupling 
calculation Including exchange by 
Kamle and Peterhop, the three-state 
(4S-4P-3D) coupling Including 
exchange by Moores(1976), and the 15- 
state coupling without exchange by 
Korff and Lin(1973).

In the subsequent decay Is observed without detecting the 
scattered electrons, then the polarisation properties of the 
emitted radiation will depend on two parameters, the total 
cross section and the atomic alignment (Bartschat, 1982 and 
Perclval i  Seaton, 1958). If we choose , in such a 
measurement, the Incoming electron beam to be in the -OY 
direction, then the radiation emitted may be considered to 
be due to electric dipoles in OY direction and two other 
equal dipoles In the OX and 08 directions. Using 
unpolarised electrons and unpolarlsed atoms, the following 
papers reported measurements of the total excitation cross 
section for sodixim and potassium: Enemar)c and Gallagher 
(1972) measured the total cross section for excitation and 
found that, at low energy, from threshold up to 5 eV , the 
normalised cross section and the polarisation were In 
excellent agreement with the close coupling calculations.



Anotbar coapr«h«n8lv* work was dona by Phalps and Lin (1981) 
on sodium. In which thay maasurad tha total optical cross 
sactlons for 14 statas. Baslda tha work dona for sodium, 
Kannady and HcDowall (1977) calculatad tha total cross 
saction for axcltation of tha rasonanca transition in UZ, 
Wax and XZ using tha distortad-wava polarlsad-orbltal 
approximation. A similar study on potassium was carriad out 
by Phalps at ai. (1979), from which wa borrow figura 8, tha 
total optical excitation cross section to excite potassium 
from 4s to np (4,5,. .,8) .It may be noted that theoretical 
calculations directly provide cross sections of excited 
statas while experimental cross sections may be drived from 
tha intensity and tha polarisation of tha a particular 
fluorescence transition from tha excited state in question 
and this optical transition intensity is often shown on its 
on as for example in Fig 8.State and line cross sections are 
identical for the first excited state ,e.g for the 3P state 
of Na and 4P state of K . for higher excited states several 
decay channels exist and the appropriât branching ratios 
have to be taken into account if the state cross section is 
to be derived from fluorescence intensity measurement.

Fig. 8 Experimental optical 
excitation functions of potassium 
for the principal series .Solid 
lines indicate experimental 
measurements; dashed lines 
represent extrapolations,Phelps et 
al. (1979).



In tb* pr«vloua pagas wa hava suamarizad tba total cross 
sactlons and tha total optical axcltatlon cross saotions 
whan both colliding partners ara lupolarisad. To clarify 
tba behavior batter wa should Icnow tha different channels of 
interaction for which tha partial cross section can be used 
to calculate tha final cross section. Tha different 
interaction channels Involved in the scattering process of 
unpolarised parteners are given in table (1).

Table 1
Electron scattering by a spin H particle

Component of electron spin along magnetic field
Before collision
Atomic Incident 
electron electron

After collision
Atomic Scattered 

electron electron

Channel of 
Interaction

H Vi interference

H ■M H -H direct
-V4 —H Vi exchange

■M H exchange

-M H direct

-H Interference

A first step towards calculating the contribution of each 
interaction channel to the total cross section is to make 
one of the collisional partners polarised, in our case the 
atoailc beam. The different interaction channels are then 

given by:



i(ÎA) + x(î) • (t) A‘(î) Intarfar^nc* (X-1)
• (i) + A*(î) direct (X-2)
• (t) -f A*(i) axchang* (X-S)

whara tba arrows indlcata tha spin dlractlon , a(TA) stands 
for unpolsrisad alactron, A(t) for polsrlsad atom and A* for 
tba axcitad atom.

Na datant tba pbotona along tba OZ-axls wltb tba atonic baam 
In tba OX- diraction. If tba polarisation vactor of tba 
atoms is along OZ, than tbis bind of axparimant is no longar 
cyllndrlcally synmatric about tha alactron baan but daflnas 
a Sanaa of rotation in tha XX-plana about tha atomic 
polarisation vactor. As a consaguanca of this tba dagraa of 
circular polarisation of tha obsarvad dacay light is no 
longar saro (Bartscbat and Blum, 1982). Such an axparinant 
using polarlsad partnars and invastigatlng tba propartias of 
tba light was originally proposad by Klalnpof^n (1971). 
For impact anargias larga comparad wltb tba axcitation 
tbrashold, tba exchange interaction becomes negligible, 
whereas close to threshold all reaction channels any be of 
comparable magnitude. Information about tba exchange 
interaction can be obtained directly if tba spin of tba 
atMtic collision partner is known prior to and after tba 
interaction. Tha exchange cross section for tba scattering 
of low-anargy electrons by potassium has baan dataradnad by 
Rubin at si. (1960). Under tba action of spin-axcbanga, 
polarlsad electrons ware obtained from scattering on 
polarlsad potassium atoms( Campbell at si. 1971). In that 
paper tba spin exchange cross-section is high at tbraabold 
and decreases vary rapidly as tba energy increases. For
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•odium th« lnt«rfttr*nc* b«tw*«n th« direct and «xcbang* 
Intoraofclons baa baan datarminad in a atudy involving 
polarisad alactrons and polariaad aodiuat atoma (Shrddar, 
1982) and Baum at al (1982) . Jitacbin at al (1984) raportad 
tha firat maaauranant of alactron Impact axcitation of apin- 
polariaad aodium atoma with a polariaation analyaia of tha 

fluoraacanca light.

Tha praaant axparimant waa a croaaad-baam arrangmant in 
which an unpolariaad alactron baam croaaad a partially- 
poiariaad aodiun or potaaaium baam. Tha wor)c of Jitacbin at 
al . (1984) and Oaimltacb (1983) on tha fluoraacanca light 
•nittad by aodium axcitad to tha 3P stata ia confirmad and 
for tha firat tima a full polariaation analyaia ia carriad 
out for tha 5P - 48 fluoraacanca light amlttad aa a raault 
of 5P atata axcitation on partially polariaad potaaaium.

In cbaptar II a briaf thaoratical diacuaaion of tha 

fluoraacanca analyaia ia givan. In chaptar III« wa daacrlba 
tha ovarall apparatua and dataila of tha axparimant and in 
chaptar IV wa axplain the raaulta obtained for aodlum and 
potaaaium. In chaptar V wa ma)ca concluding ramar)ca.
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U U U U M t XX

2 *b*er«tleal Points

In this thsorstlcsl prsasntstion ws follow tbs wort dons by 
Jitschin St si (1984). In this trsatssnt ths atonic beam can 
bs considsrsd as a nixturs of statss such that ths dansity 
matrix which rsprasants this ad.xturs can ba axpanded in a 
sarias of stata nultipolas of diffarant ranlc K, i.a..
monopolas, dipolas, ate (Blum, 1981). In all foxmulaa wa 
ara usinçf tha diraction of tha magnatic fiald, which is also 
tha diraction of tha spin of tha outar alactron of tha atom, 
as our quantisation axis (polarization frama).

2.1 Pzapasatien of a Btato-folootod Ha and X Boam

A haxapola magnat was used to polarise tha atomic beam. Our
measured polarisation of tha atomic beam in low magnetic
fiald is about 21%(saa 3.3.4 and 3.3.5). In this low
magnetic field tha atomic beam can ba described by an
incoherent sat of atoais being in different 11^ hyperfina
states. Tha dansity matrix of such a beam is diagonal. Tha
alamants of tha dansity matrix ara tha occupation numbers
11(11̂ ). The density matrix can ba expanded into a sarias of
stata multipoles <»{P)*,, > which ara actually tha sat ofV r
(2P + 1) * multipola operators , pertaining to tha
orientation of particles having angular momentum P . Bach 
operator *(P)k « is raprasanted by a (2P ♦ l)m(2P ♦ 1)
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matrix. Ih« xultipol* operators ar* convaniantly choaan in
tanaorial form •«> transform undarr r
coordlnata rotations Ilka tha spharical harsranlcs 

(Druckarav, 1987).
Q -  -K 4K and K - 0, 2F.

Tha stata multipola i> givan by;r r

<*(»)♦.a > - r (-1)'
IMi-*

( n , ,  w -  u ,i IK, «(n^>V W
(XX-1)

Bara (:|:) is tha Clabsch - Gordan Coafficiant.

In collision exparlmants ona is Intarastad in alactronic and 
nuclaar paramatars saparataly. The corrasponding 
raprasantation by tha uncouplad stata multlpolas is

« *(X)*,,> (Blum 1981 (B7)).
■ ■ XX

* *<X)»..> -■ • XX

£  (XXi-l-l) I'CXaQifKxQxlK* )

<»(»)♦.*>W W
(XX-2)

whara . is a 9-j symbol;and X is tha nuclaar spin.

A straight forward calculation shows that tha alactronic 
spin polarisation », and tha nuclaar vactor polarisation », 

can ba axprassad by thasa multlpolas:



», - < *(•)♦„ * *(X)»„> <T(8)*» * T(X)*„ >*‘

», - ( 8 / 9 ) ^  »(■)♦« » *(X)^„ > <*(•)♦» * * W * m  >■’
(XX-4)

la «quation (II-l) tha occupation nuabar 1i(»l̂ ) i* givan for 
tha ground stata of sodium and potassium atoms by.

«(»IV) • (1/8) (1 ± s) (XX-8)

wbara s is tha salactivity of tha haxapola magnat and tha 

(-) is applicabla for F • 1 and IV ” ”1» 0» also for
r - 2 and IV “ -2,while the (+) is applicable for F - 2 and 
IV - -1, 0, +1, +2, . On the assumption that the selectivity 
(s) of the hexapole magnet is 0.7 (Hils,et.al. 1981), table 
(1) gives the occupation number W(FIV) of sodium and 

potassium ground state atoms.

Table 1

State 
F M,

Magnet state selection 
N(FIV) of Ms and K

1 -1 0.0375

1 0 0.0375

1 +1 0.0375

2 -2 0.0375

2 -1 0.2125

2 0 0.2125

2 +1 0.2125

2 +2 0.2125
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2 . 2  Collision Inducod 8-P Sxoitstioa

Ns adopt what was suggsstsd by Blum and Klslnpoppsn (1979) 
that. In ths sxcltatlon procsss, all ths angular mnnsnta ars 
dscouplsd. In a collision expsrimsnt ths scattsring plans 
is dsfinsd by ths dirsction of ths incoming slsctrons and 
ths dirsction of ths outgoing slsctrons. In ths ground 
stats ths angular shaps of ths 8 stats is isotropic, whils 
tbs sxcitsd P status in gsnsral sxhibit anisotropy as shown 
in figurs (9)

i».i' 1»̂

W.I

Figurs (9) shows ths chargs cloud for ths stats 8 (m-0) 
Figurss 9b and 9c show ths chargs cloud for ths stats 3P 
with atagnstic quantum numbsr •• -M, -1, and 0 (b) in tbs 
atomic physics basis and (9c) in molscular physics basis. 
Andsrssn (1988).

In non-coincidsnt sxpsrimsnts in which ws count photons
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ragardlasa of th* scatterad alactron diractlon, so that tha 
obaarvad quantity la Intagratad ovar all scattaring anglas 
of tha alactrons, ona doas not obtain Infonoation on tha 
dlffarantlal cross sactlon but rathar on tha Intagral cross 
sections for excitation of tha 3» state (Moores and Morcross 
1972) . Than , with - M, wa obtain

Q, m 1̂, -I- X.)

where Is tha total cross sactlon and ,

(II-S)

Di, -( k,/)c,)i|fj*dû (a)

-( k,/k,)J|g,|»dÛ (b)

and I, -( k,/k,)J|f, - g»l»dn (c)

(XX-7)

where k** and k»i are tha final and Initial alactron 
energies, f. and g. are tha direct and exchange amplitude and 

O  Is tha solid angle.

In a crossed beam alactron atom scattering experiment,In 
which tha alactron beam is in tha -OX-diraction and tha 
atomic beam in tha OX-diraction, tha photon detector in tha 
OZ-dlractlon, tha axparlmant will have cylindrical syomatry 
about tha Y-diraction if tha two colliding partners are 
unpolarlsad . But now , if tha atomic beam is polarised 
along tha Z-diraction , tha collision geometry loses its 
axis of symatry . In this case tha polarisation » of tha 
atom defines a sense of rotation in tha XY-plana and tha



1C
g«om«try of the experiment will have only reflection 
symmetry in the XY-plane . In such a geometry », (the linear 
polarisation Stokes parameter corresponding to polariser 
angles 45* and 135» with respect to -y) is not necessarily 

sero.

Fig (10) Geometry of the experiment at the interaction 
region.

So, for sodium which in its excited state exhibits 
anisotropy that can be described by a state multipole of 
rank larger than zero , the only state multipoles which do 
not vanish due to symmetry are <f (L)*m ^ and < 9 (L)*m ^. Here 
the Impact axis is considered to be our quantization axis 
which is indicated by a bar on top of t. These integrated
state multipoles are related to the excitation cross

sections 0« «*»<1 Qi the magnetic substates - 0 and 
- ±1 respectively by

- (1/3) *'*(20, ♦ (J.) («-•)
- (2/3)*'» (Qi - 0.) <«-»)

If we rotate our quantization axis through 90* and make it 
parallel to the spin polarization axis Z where we placed 
our photodetector (instead of having it along the electron 
impact axis (Edmonds, 1957)), the state multipoles in the
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n«w fora can bo obtalnod as

<  » (L )» „  >  -  < >

< > - (3/8)‘̂ *<t(L)*„>

< >  -  0

and < C(X.)V > - <*<b)*i. >

(XX-10)

Fron tho provious discussion for oloctron intoraction with 
polarised atoms wo found that thoro aro throo channels in 
which this intoraction can happen; direct (D), exchange (I) 
and nixed (I) interaction. Each interaction can be 

represented by the state multipoles <
and > which can be calculated if one knows the

ft ft
corresponding cross sections for the magnetic substates.

The electron spin in a collision experiment is conserved in 
the direct and the mixed excitation channel while a spin 
flip occurs in the exchange channel (Burke and Schey 1962 
and Horcross 1972). On the assumption that the nuclear spin 
is not affected by tho collision process, the complete 
description of the excited state immediately after the 
collision in terms of the uncoupled state multipoles is 

given by Jitschin et al. (1984) as, < *̂ **̂ *>y>̂  * *̂ *̂ **»*i *

< * W * x e  * *<■)"«• * *(X)’«e >i. a ■ ■ > X

H  ♦ T*(L)*,a> <T(8)\, x *(X)\,>
ftl. ftft *i

♦ H<t*(L)’,,> <±T(8)\a X T(X)\a >

41 <af(L)\a t T“(L)\a ♦ T*(X.)Va> <*(8)^« x I{X)»,,>
ftft ftft ftft •• **

(XX-11)
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Th« 8t«t« «ultipol«8 <T(8)\, X *(X)\«> ar« tha 8aa8 88 for
■ I a ■

tha ground atata and tha ± aigna apply for K, • 0 and K* “ 1» 

raapactlvaly, for aodlum.

2.3 Vina and Hypaxfina Xntaxaetion of tha Ixoitad atata

For alkali natal atoma tha outer electron rotataa about tha 
nuclaua with an orbital angular nonantun (L) and tha
Intrlnalc (apln) angular momantum (8). Tha apln -orbit 
Interaction between thaaa cauaaa tha fine atructura In tha 
atonic apactrun. A further apllttlng of tha apactral llnaf 
tha hyparflna atructura, raaulta fron tha fact that tha 
atMBlc nuclaua haa an angular monentun of Ita own
(X),normally called nuclear apln. Actually ,tha apllttlnga 
of tha hyparflna atructura for aodlum and potaaalun are 
large compared to tha natural level width ,aaa figure 49 .In 
tarma of tha atata multlpola language If both electron and 
nuclear apln are unpolarlaad than tha affect of coupling tha 
fine and tha hyparflna atructure la to reduce colllalonally 
Induced orientation and alignment by a certain factor which 

dapanda on tha rank of tha atata multlpolaa l.a atata 
multlpolaa of different angular momentum are mixed, but not 
atata multlpolaa of different rank Thla raaulta In 
dapolarlaatlon of tha atomic beam by a certain factor 
Tha dapolarlaatlon may be daacrlbed by dapolarlaatlon 

coafflclanta Ot where K la tha rank. Than

Oo • 1 ~ 0.390 and Oj - 0.0982

Thaaa valuea which ahow that tha orientation (rank 1) la 
affected than tha alignment (rank 2) are taken from
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Jitechin «t.•1.(1984) who took H « »  aplitting v*lu«8 fro« 

H«rt«l and Stoll (1977).

Nhon , in th« cas* of state selected Ha atoms , the atomic
electron is polarised and the nucleus is aligned and
oriented immediately after the excitation , then the state
multipoles of different rank can mix by the effect of fine
and hyperflne coupling. The polarisation properties of the
emitted fluorescence light are determined by the spatial
state multipoles <*(l)\-> averaged over the decay time11
(this spatial state multipole is denoted by lower case
indices). Also Jitschin et. al. (1984) obtained the time-
averaged perturbed multipoles < T (1) \  as a weighted sum
over the multipoles <T(L)\q > m T(8)\g x T(X)\g>11 • • * »

<»(l)ti->-[(28 +1) (21 ♦ 1)]‘'*<*(1)\, * * »(*)*#• >
11 1 »

ftiQiQz %
- [(284-1) (2X4-1)]'^ <T(L)»,a x »(8)*,# * *(2)*Be> 2

‘ » • • * * QlQ A  ^
xIq.

and S  no** given by

O J M A  ^  l+(il,-w^r )*t*

X (2J' *1) (2841) (28' 4-1) (K,.Qi, ^ K  Or )
Xi k;L 8 J- & 8 J

X, Xx fci J' X 8- J X 8
ki O Xx
L 8 J- 
L 8 J

(XX-13)
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Tabi* 2
Perturbation co*ffici*nt 3  for Na 3» atat* n**d*d to 
calculât* (IZ-12)

>1 % & K. 0. Kt Qi fl
OflAqt

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.000 000

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0.348 480

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0.216 245

1 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 -0.010 709

1 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 -0.011 300

1 0 2 0 0 0 3 0 -0.005 514

1 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 -0.025 826

1 0 2 0 1 0 2 0 -0.053 211

2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0.120 754

2 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0.063 136

2 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 0.008 030

2 0 0 0 1 ±1 1 ±1 0.031 568

2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0.098 207

2 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0.039 597

2 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 0.021 925

2 0 2 0 1 0 3 0 -0.024 963

2 0 2 0 1 ±1 1 ±1 -0.007 176

2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0.098 207

2 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 -0.039 597

2 2 2 2 1 0 1 0 0.002 260

2 2 2 2 1 0 3 0 0.022 695

2 2 2 2 1 *1 1 ±1 -0.006 780

N* not* that in th* cas* of vaniahing hyparfin* coupling 
only th* 3  coefficient with K, - Q, - 0 would aurviv* thua 
conaiderably reducing the number of relevant coefficient*.
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Thtt O and fl coafficiants contain tba angular mooantua 
coupling of tha axcltad atata as wall as alactronlc and 
nuclaar spin polarisation propartlas of tha axoitad at O M  
ijuadiataly aftar tha collision* So^ tha coafficiants 
dascriba tha angular momantum coupling and for that raason 
it is posslbla to Invastigata tha Influanca of alactronlc 
and nuclaar polarisation on tha polarisation of tha 

fluorasoanca light in nora datail.

2.4 Volarlsatlon of tha riuorasoaaoa Kadlatloa

Tha spatial state multipolas <*(1)\,> can ba used to11
calculate tha Stokes polarisation paranetars given by 
Bartschat at al (1981) and applied by Jitschin at. al. 

(1984),
- (3) (!)»«>

»1 («)

P, « 0 (b) (XX-14)

<»(i)*i.>
<T (!)♦„> ♦ <»(l)**p>

(O)

Tha spatial state multipole given by (II-ll) can ba used to
approximate tha formulae (11-14) by expanding tha spatial

state multipolas <*(l)\-> in terms of aquation (II-ll) and
1 1

retaining only the terms with largest perturbation 

coefficient S> talcan from table (II-3)

(3)i/l



<*(L)*„ » *(8)*« K *(!)♦«> 
- -<S)*^ 0.09» X

<t (L)*m  * » W ^ M  * » ( D ’tP"
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*t

*, - <3/2>*"| (XX-17)

<t<L)*^ X »(■)♦•• « *(X)»„ > (3/2)*"(0.348) X

0.21« X

<T(L)*^ X »(8)*^ X »(X)*^ > 

<T(L)»^ X »(8)*m  X T(I)*„ >
<»(L)*h  X T(8)»^ X »(X)*„ >

(27/10)*"x 0.34SPx + (3/2)*" x 0.21(9',

(O')

N* notlc* from (11-15) (a'), and (b') that both raaults ara 
as axpactad from the theories given by Bartschat et si 
(1981) and Bartschat and Blum (1982) while (XX-17)c' which 
gives the circular polarisation Sto)ces parameter 9, depends 
on two terms. The first term is limited to the nuclear spin 
polarisation 9„ which depends on the polarisation of the 

atomic beam, whereas the second term is lin)ced to the 
electron spin polarisation 9', of the colllsionally excited 
state and thus bears Information on the excitation process.

A numerical exasiple for potassium , prepared by the 
hexapole, is that the nuclear orientation alone yields a 
circular light polarisation 9, - 0.120. Ta)cing into account 
the collisional interaction, we have to consider two 
limiting cases: firstly spin-conserving direct or
interference interaction would give 9, - 0.120 0.056 “



as
0.176 ; secondly only »pin-rovoraing oxchang* intoraction 
alona would ylald F* “ 0.120 - 0.056 " 0.064 Tha flrat 
(>••• is ganarally raaliaad at high colllalon anarglas; in 
contrast tha aacond caaa ia axpactad to ba raaliaad only for 
<jiffsrantial maaauramanta at cartain anglaa (Mooraa and 
Norcroaa, 1972). All othar conditions hava to ba aoMawhara 

in batwaan.
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CaUPtBK xzz
3 Jtf»MUUR78

3.1 Th* ̂ omai SystM

An already conatructad vacuum system was used to perform the 
experiment (plate 1). It consists of three chambers. The 
reason for having three chambers is to accosusodate any 
development in the future, ouch as using a laser to Increase 

the polarisation of the atomic beam.

The first chamber is called the oven chamber since it 
accoemiodates the oven for producing the atomic beam ; the 
chamber consist of a cylinder of 350 bub diameter and length 
650 mm. There are NW-350 flanges one at either end. One 
flange is bolted to a trolley to provide easy access to the 
Inside of the first chamber. The second flange of the oven 
chamber is connected to a very small chamber called the 
laser chamber (the second chamber ) which houses the 
hexapole magnet. There are two rods coming out of the 
second flange towards the oven chamber on which the oven 

asseaibly sits (figure 12 and plate 2).

The second chamber also houses some of the magnetic field 
coils described later and can be used to admit laser light 
to optically pump the allcali atoms. The laser chamber is in 
the form of a cross of 200mm length and width and is 
connected to the large rectangular scattering chamber. The
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dimanalons of th* scattaring cbambar ara 900sbì x 900nm 
xasOm. Tbara ara MN3S0 flangas on tbs larga facas of tba

Plata 1: A photograph of the whole apparatus

chanbar, and smaller flanges on the other faces. One whole 
side of this chamber Is formed by a big flange on which a 
plate is mounted which supports a turntable 670Bn in 
diameter. The flange is bolted to a trolley and the flange, 
support plate, turntable and all the attached cooqponents can 
be wheeled along the framework to allow easy access to all 

the components.

As we said, one side of the scattering chamber is connected 
to the laser chamber and the opposite side of the scattering 
chasiber is connected to a tube. At the end of this tube
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g Rabl nagnAfc of IOOhbb lon^t^h; following this !• 
•nothor tub* *t th* *nd of which • Langmuir - Taylor 
d*t*otor la mounted. A liquid nitrog*n cryogonic p u ^  ia 
aituatad juat behind this datactor in order to improv* th* 
vacuum condition for the Langmuir —Taylor detector*
All HW350 flangea were aealed by viton O-ringa. For th* 
small flangea, th* electrical feed through* and th* 
connection between the tube*, copper 0-rings were used to 

achieve a vacuum seal.

The system was evacuated by two oil diffusion pumps. 
Dlffarentlal pumping was achieved in the system. A six inch 
oil diffusion pump, model 160/700 provided by Edwards, was 
used to evacuate the oven chamber. The pumping speed of th* 
pump for air is 700 Itr/sec and a pressure of 6 x 10*’ mbar 
was reached in th* oven chamber without any sodium or 
potassium in the chamber . A typical pressure with hot 
gljtali metal present in the oven was 8 x 10*’ mbar. Another 
six inch diameter oil diffusion pump (Edwards model 160-150) 
was used to evacuate the scattering chamber and the tubes. 
The pumping speed for air for this pump is also 700 Itr/sec. 
After several days of pumping a pressure of 3 x 10*’ mbar was 
reached, but the experiment was usually carried out at a 
pressure of 6 x 10*’ mbar. Only when we measured the 
polarisation of th* atomic beam was liquid nitrogen added to 
th* container located after th* Langmuir-Taylor detector. 
The two diffusion pumps were connected in parallel to a two 
stag* rotary pump (Balzers DOO 35) which can create a 
bac)cing pressure for th* diffusion pump of th* order of 
4 X 10** mbar. Th* oven and th* scattering chambers were 
isolated from th* diffusion pumps by means of electro-
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pMUMtically operated VAT gata valvas modal NN-200.

3.2 Canoallatlon o£ tba magnatlo £lald

Tha magnatlc flald which is prasant in our laboratory is 
mainly dua to tba aarth's magnatlc flald but soma la dua to 
tha alactrical trunking of the building, and, inside our 
chambers, aspaclally tha scattering chamber, an extra 
contribution to tha magnetic field comas from tha residual 
magnetism of tha stainless steal chamber and other 
components of tha apparatus. To compensate tha resultant 
aiagnatlc field in the interaction region three pairs of 
coils ware used , based on a system of a pair of square 
colls (Friastar, 1966) . The first pair of colls, placed 
such that its plane is perpendicular to tha atomic beam 
direction cancels the component of the field along that 
direction . It is rectangular, 790mm x 880mm, with a 
separation of 440mm . The second pair of coils is placed 
such that its plane is perpendicular to the photon direction 
and it cancels the field components along that direction. 
It is square with a side length equal to 1630mm and a 
separation of 960mm. The third pair of coils compensates the 
vertical component , in the direction along the electron 
beam . This pair of colls has the form of a truncated square 

with the nuntber of current turns on the shifted side AB (Ul) 
being reduced to half of that on the other three sides 
(figure 11).To complete the current loop an auxiliary loop 
ABFE (LMQP) is used were EF(PQ) is placed on the celling 

(floor) to obtain maximum separation from
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Flgur* 11. B*lnholtz coll systoa for th* vortical cocqwnont 
of th* Mgnotic flcld.

AB(IM) and nlnimlsa ita affact at tba cantra. Tha 
saparatlon o t sldaa AB and BF (LC and MQ) witb raducad 
currant and dlractlon away frcn tba ragion of Intarast 
anauras tbat tba affacta on tba otbar coaponanta la ad.niawl. 
All tbaaa colla «ara powarad by Famall atabllaad powar 
auppliaa I<30B and L30D. Aftar conpanaating tba aagnatlc 
flald in tba Intaractlon ragion tba aaaaurad aagnatlc flald
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tb«r* waa in tha ranga of 10 mllligauas and up to 35 

allllgauaa along tha alactron gun.

3 .3  TRB COISOMBnS OT XTOMXC B U M  XPPXUI08

3 .3 .1 Tha Oran

Iha ovan is daalgnad to avaporata tha alkali «atala with a 
raducad dlmar population. To do ao, tha vapour in tha hot 
dissociating ragion is isolatad from the aquilibratad liquid 
- vapour systam (Mallssa at si, 1977) (figura 12 and piata 

2) .

Tha hot dissociating region (nozrla) of tha ovan is 
connected to tha aquilibratad liquid - vapour region (tha 
main body), via a tube (interconnecting tube). Tha inner 
diameter of tha interconnecting tulse must be carefully 
chosen such that no molecular beam collision happens inside 

it.

Tha oven is constructed of molybdenum with a nozzle aperture 
of 1.5mm diameter. The main body can bold four to five 13g 
pieces of Ha. Tha oven assembly sits on top of three screws 
which allow tha ovan to be raised or lowered to tha desired 
position and prevents heating of tha base (plate 2). In 
addition, tha whole ovan platform can be pushed backward or 
forward to place it at the desired distance away from tha 
haxapola magnet. The oven can also be rotated about its 
axis. Tha main body of tha ovan was shielded with stainless 
steal whose function is to reflect back sane of tha
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radiation to tha main body.
Two tharmoBiatara, mada from chromal-alumal, ara usad for 
Manuring tha tan^raturaa of tha main body and tha noasla. 
Tha firat la placad at tha bottom of tha main body and tha 
aacond ia placad in contact with tha noazla body. Tha main 
body ia baatad with aix raaiatora aach of raalatanca 200 
(5W). Thaaa wlra wound raaiatora ara inaartad into holaa 
drillad from tha bottom into tha wall of tha main body, 
whlla tha intarconnacting tuba and noazla ara haatad with 

tharmo-coax wiraa.

Na uaually atart by heating up tha intarconnacting tuba and 
tha nozzle in order to clear away any raaidual aodium or 
pQt^8 0 lxim matal. Than wa commence to heat up the main body 

of the oven.

>• V

Plata 2: Tha oven aaaembly Inalde tha oven chamber
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A) Hossl* apartur*
B) Moxsl*
C) Intarconnacting tuba
D) Thamocoax
E) Main body o f  tba ovan
F) Haatar for tba m tin body 
6) Basa for tba ovan
L) Scraw
M) Matar coolad condansar
N) Baatad apartura.

Figura 12: Tba ovan assanbly
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X diff«r«nc« of 30»- 50* is always nalntalnad batwaan tha 
nozsla and tha main body. Tha oparating tamparatura for 
sodium is 350*C for the main body and 390*C for tha nossla 
and tha oparating condition for potassium is 270*C for tha 
main body body and 300*C for tha noszla . This tamparatura 

diffaranca pravants any clogging of tha nozsla.

To collect tha excess alkali metal, a water cooled condenser 
is placed in front of tha nozzle. Tha front part of tha 
nossla can be inserted inside the condenser, so that most of 

the metal can be collected inside the condenser.

3.3.2 Dlmar Raduotion and Xtoado Beam Xntanaity

As wa have already discussed the oven used is a two stage 
oven. The first stage is called the main body, which 
contains the alkali metal. The second stage is the nozzle. 
Ihe two stages are connected via a tuba called tha 
interconnecting tuba. The nozzle consists of an aperture in 

a thin wall, through which the alkali metal effuses to the 

surroundings.

He assume that tha laws of the simple effusion from an 
aperture in a thin wall and from a long channel hold. Then 
following Ramsey (1969) snd Melissa and Moody (1977) if we 
let the condition of the main body be denoted by tha 
subscript 2, and that of the nozzle by subscript 1 we 
indicate the value of density and teag>erature in such 
regions by the symbols n and T respectively. If i« the 
cross sectional area of the canal of the interconnecting 
tube and A,„, is the cross section of the circular output
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•p^r^ur# o f  th# nosxlCf and if It and Xx ara Uia flow up 
and down tha intarconnacting tuba, and lo ia tha rata of 
affusion from tha output apartura of tha nossla, than.

I# - (1/4) ni2i\«. 

Ix - (1/P)
It - (1/p) (XXX-1)

Tha first two aquations govarn tha flow out of tha nosxla, 
and tha third govarns tha flow into tha noxxla. Tha 1/p 
factor corracts for tha fact that tha antira connacting tuba 

is not a thin apartura. It is givan by

1/p - (8/3) r/L 1/8 (XXX-2)

r is tha radius of tha canal of tha intarconnacting 
tuba (0.25cm) and L is tha langth of tha intarconnacting 

tu)3a (5.5cm) .

Tha condition which must ba mat in aquilibrium is 

1« - It - li

From (IIl-l) and (IH-3) wa gat 

ni Xa 1
n. Xi (P (*»../*««) + II 

y - (8)cT/*M)'‘

X,/2i - (T./Ti)»

(XXX-3)

(XXX-4)

(XXX-8)

atlxara Tj is tha tamparatura of tha main body and Tj is tha 

tastparatura of tha noxxla.
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Sine* K iu/Km  ~ (5/3) *
(ZIl-4) b«coa«8

n ,/n , -  (0 .446 ) (T,/Ti)* (XXX-4)

The operating temperatures for the main body and the nossle 
for sodium atoms are Tj(M.B.) “ 623K and Tj(Nss) “ 663K

So, **i/ni “ 0.419 <XXX-7)

The corresponding operating temperatures for potassium are

T,(M.B.) - 538K and Ti(Nzz) - 573K 

So, again
nj/n, - 0.419 (XXX-4)

By running the nozzle at higher temperature than the M i n  
body, we find not only that the density of the al)call metal 
In the nozzle region comes to about half of that in the main 
body region, but also that we get a reduction in the dimer 

density (Melissa at al, 1977).

To ma)ce a qulc)c estimation of the intensity of the atomic 

beam we follow Ramsey (1969).

Let M(6)dfi be the number of particles per second effusing 
into a solid angle at an angle 8 with respect to the normal 

of the area An., of the source then

N(8)dn
nyA...
4x

cos 6dO (XXX-4)
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h«r* n Is numbsr o f  partlclss par unit voluas in tits 
snclosurs and

81cT
Z - (ZZZ-10)

icni
is ths avsrags vslocity o f  atoms.

For sodium jr • 7.812 x 10* cm/ssc 
and for potassium x • 5.572 x 10* cm/ssc.
Intsgratlon of (IIZ-9) ylslds ths total numbsr of partlclss 
psr sscond, N, sscaplng through ths apsrturs.

N - n^A, /4 (ZZZ-11)

whsrs V is ths avsrage valocity of ths atoms ,

A,»0.018 cm*,is ths area of the source (nozzle) and n-p/kT is 
ths density of the atoms in the main body , where p is ths 
vapour pressure inside the main body of ths oven and k is 
Boltzman's constant. For sodium ,

Pa. -1x10'* mmHg at 623K(maln body), and for potassium 

Pa -9x10'* mmHg at 538K(main body) .

Figure 13. Vapour prsssurs/tsmpsraturs relation of sodium 
and potassium. T is in K and P in mm of Hg
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So , for sodium
na,(m*ln body) -1.55x10“ atoms/em* , 

and for potassium
n, (main body)-1.63 xlO“ atoms/cm*.

Tbs dsnaity nj in the nozzle is related to the density n, in 
the main body by III-6 . Tor sodium the density ri^in the 

nozzle is,

Ha,(at the nozzle)- 0.67x10“ atoms /ca? , 

and for potassium
n»(at the nozzle) - 0.7x10“ atoms/cm*.

Thus the rate of effusion for sodium and potassium is given 

for sodium by :

M - 2.7 X 10“ atoms/sec 

and for potassium by :
N - 1.8 X 10“ atoms/sec .

(ZZX-12)

(ZZZ-13)

The forward peak intensity which is accepted and transmitted 
through the hexapole magnet in either spin state is given by 

Hils (1971) as

1» - (H/*)a, (ZZZ-14)

where i t ) refers to the spin up or down components and (O*) 
is the solid angle of acceptance of the hexapole magnet for 
the two spin states. An estimate of the solid angle of 
acceptance for spin up atoms is given in the next section.
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3.3.3 Th* BMuqpol* HagiMt

rrl«dburg (1951) was tha first sclantlst to Introduca tha 
hazapola (sixpola) magnat. This nagnat can ha usad for two 
purposas; tha first ona is to saparata tha nagnatic spin 
atatas from aach othar (saa Hughas, 1971); and tha sacond is 
to usa its propartias to focus ona magnatic spin stata and 

dafocus tha othar.

Tha haxapola magnat is approximataly in tha shapa of a 
cylindar whosa wall potential varias as sin(n6), whara 9 is 
tha azimuthal angle, and n is a positive integer.

If wa hava N pairs of pole tips with aach tip occupying an 
angla a on tha cylindar of radius r, and if tha potantial 
altamating from ona pola to tha next as ±V, and if tha 
potantial is zero on the axis of the cylinder, than tha 

magnatic potantial ^(r,0)

4V •• r n sin n0 na N 1-1 n x
^(r,6) - —  £ 1— I ----- sin —  £ (-1) * sin[— .— (21-)1)

X n-1 r, n 2 1-1 N 2

(XZZ-15)
In tarms of tha magnetic field, and since H - - V O  tha abova 

aquation laads to,

IT * r 6 ^
H - H, (— ) (1-2 (---) cos 60 + (1-2 cos 120 (— )) ♦...)*'*

r, r, r.
(ZZZ-IC)

whara r, is tha radial distanca from tha haxapola axis 

to tha point of study
r„ is tha radius of tha hexapola magnat - 0.159 cm
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and H. ,1s tha fiald of tha haxapola magnat at tha tip 
of tha pola - 8600 G naaaurad by Tasla natar 

904 (RFL)

Fig 14. Haxapola parmanant magnat. Cylindrical yoka and pola 
tips ara Axmco icon; pyramid-shaped poles are Alnlco V.

Onr haxapola magnat is 7.6 cm long with a radius of r, “ 
0.159 cm, and aach pole tip occupies an angle o - 30*. If 

we have H • 3 pairs then

r *H - H. (|) (XZX-17)

The energy, B, of an atom with magnetic mcxnent in a 

magnetic field H, is given by

E - (XXX-18)

so, whenever |i is constant and parallel to an associated 
angular momentum and any variation in H is applied slowly
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(!•, in many cyclas of Lamor pracaaslon of tha moaant in 
tha fiald) , than tha projactlon of on H ramalns constant 
(la, thara la no change of quantum stata). Na notice also 
that tha direction of B has no affect on tha anargy of tha 
System. Tha fiald insida tha haxapola magnat varias from a 
waah fiald due to pénétration of tha aarth magnatic fiald at 
tha axis of tha Haxapola magnat, to a strong magnatic fiald 
at tha tips of tha haxapola. Tha forces acting on tha atom 

insida tha haxapola ara

r - - -(5e /6h )V1h | (XXZ-19)

writing 5e /5h - from III-18, (XXX-20)

F - 2|1,„ H. (r/r>,) (XXX-21)

Tha behaviour of tha affective magnatic moments of tha atom, 
of nuclear spin X-3/2 , with the magnatic fiald is shown in 

figure 15 tahen from Ramsey (1969)

Figure 15. Variation of tha affective magnet moment with tha 
magnatic field. Tha dotted lines are tha moments 
of tha Mgnatic levels arising from tha F “ I-H 
state. Tha nuclear moment is assumed positive.
X - - (ii./J)H.

S e
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By studying csrsfully ths graph abova, wa concluda that at 

hlghar magnetic field

- -m, g, |i. (Christensen, 1959) (XZX-22)

• ±  K

where (i. ~ Bohr magneton

so.

F* -
2m, H, (XXX-23)

and.

(XXX-24)

Thus atoms with 8e /5h > 0 and thus mj > 0 , (equation XII-23) 
find themselves acted upon by a force directed always 
towards the hexapole axis. In this case the motion 
transverse to the axis is a simple harmonic motion. These 
atoms are focused and used for the experiment. Atoms with 
8e /5h < 0 and thus mj<0 (equation III-24), find themselves 
repelled away from the hexapole axis in a hyperbolic path, 
ie these atoms are defocused out of the beam and can not be 
used in the experiment. By drawing the Breit-Rabi diagram 
for a spin H particle with nuclear spin 3/2, we can make 
this even more apparent as shown in figure (16) taken from 

Ramsey (1969).
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Figur« 16. Variation of tha anargy with tha magnatlc flald.
Muclaar momant asauaad poaltiva, J • Tba
dottad llnas ara tha magnatic lavala arising froa 
tha F - I-H atata. Tha laval structura 
corrasponds to tha ground stata of sodium and 
potassium.Ae  Is tha anargy diffaranca batwaan F-2 
and F~1 at zaro magnatic fiald.

In flgura 17 wa show what happens to tha atoms.

Figura 17. Tha focused and the defocused component of tha 
atomic beam aftar passing through a short hexapola magnat.

The atons which enter the hexapola at an angla with tha 
haxapola axis, will be acted upon by a force and they will 
suffer a deflection according to aquations (IZI-23) and 
(IZZ-24). In tha case that an atomic beam effuses from tha 
aperture of a nozzle, tha haxapola entrance will subtend a 
solid angla, Q, at tba nozzle aperture which is located at 
a distance, Li, away from tha entrance of tha haxapola. If 
tha initial velocity of tba atoms is v and at a small angla 

to tba axis, than at distance x, measured within tha 
magnat,tha aquation of tha trajectories for tha atoms with
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■•gn^fclc quftntuiB nuinb*r nij > 0 Is givsn by Christsnssn (1959) 

by tbs fonula ,
r(x) - # 0  co8(o>x/v) +(v/a>) sin (cax/v) ] (lXX-25)

whsrs X is tbs distance msasursd witbin tbs nagnst 
and for atoms with magnetic quantum number m, < 0

r(x) - ♦o [Lx C0 8 b(0>x/v) + (v/<tt) sinb(0>x/v)] (XXX-24)

(2|1,((B,) »
where CD - --------  , for a *8« state and large H,

mr,*

<2)l.H.) *
CO • (XXX-27)

mr,*

where |i. ” the Bohr magneton

and Lx - 11cm, the distance from the beam source to the 
hexapole entrance. The acceptance solid angle of the 

hexapole for spin up atoms is given by
1 r.»

Q+ - ^%/4 - —  . --------- 7
4x 4 L,» + (v/CO) *

and that for spin down atoms by

Q- > 1 ._____________ _________________ __
4x 4 [Lx cosh(eoL,/v) +(v/oo)sinh(col^/v)]**

(XXX-2S)

(XXX-29)

where 1% - 7.6cm is the hexapole magnet length. To estimate 
the intensity of the spin up atoms, we have to calculate ab

using (XIX-28)

(XXX-30)

We notice that all quantities, especially r(x) and Q, depend

Q+ - «r.» ^
Lx* + (v/CO)*
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on tho volocity of tho atoms. Ona tharafora has to avaraga 
ovar tha valocity distribution in tha at«aic baam. So,

< Q, >, -
J,"f(v) Q, dv 

Jo" f (V) dv
(ZZX-31)

whara,f(v) - (2I./0*) v* axp(-v»/a*) (Ramsay, 1969)
a  - (2kT/m)*^*, is tha most probabla valocity 
I, - J,“f (V) dv is tha total intansity.

With tha help of an existing computer program paclcaga 

(MXTHCAO, Math Soft Inc) tha avaraga solid angle of 
acceptance for spin up atoms of tha haxapola oiagnats has 
bean calculated: For sodium, at temperatura 663K,

< Q, >, - 4.234 X 10*‘ St (ZZZ-32)

and for potassium, at tomparatura 573K,

< Q, >, - 4.9 X 10'* St. (ZZZ-33)

Since tha intansity which is accepted by the haxapole magnet 

is given by (III-14)
I, -(H/it)< n, >,

it follows that tha intansity for sodium is

!♦(«.) - 3.6 X 10” atoms/sec (ZZZ-34)

and for potassium
- 2.8 X 10" atoms/sac. (ZZZ-S4)
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3.3.4 Onlding fialda «ad low flold polariaatiea

Hbon wo oxplolnod tho hoxapolo magnot, wo montlonod that, if 
an atom possoasos a magnetic moment |i and if |i ie fixed in 
autgnitude and linked to an associated angular momentum, 

tfould be no change of state of the atom if any 

variation in ■ were carried out slowly (ie, in many cycles 
of the Larmor precession of the magnetic mwents in the 
fioXd). Of course, this condition is met inside the 
hexapole magnet. But problems can arise when the atoms 
leave the hexapole magnet and move into the low field region 
in which the scattering experiments are to be carried out. 
Especially when the field is close to zero even a small 
field change can be quite abrupt to the atoms and cause a 
change of state and thus depolarisation of the atomic bean. 
To prevent this depolarisation the atomic beam was guided 
adiabatically, using coils, from the hexapole magnet up to 
the interaction region and to the Rabi detector when 

required.

In a strong siagnetic field such that occurs inside the 
hexapole magnet the polarisation of the atomic bean could 
theoretically be 100%. The actual polarisation of the 
atomic beam in the strong magnetic field of the hexapole 
awgnet used has been calculated by Hils et si (1981) to be 

P^-70% .

In the weak field the polarisation is reduced by hyperfine 
structure coupling of X and J to » to a maximum theoretical 

value of



“ X 100 %
(21 +  1)

where I is the nuclear spin of the atom involved. For 
sodium and potassium I - 3/2, so, that “ 25% .
The maximum polarisation which has been achieved 
experimentally for the alkali atom beam is 21% as measured 
in the present experiment using a combination of Rabi magnet 
and Langmuir - Taylor detector. Figure 18 shows the profile 
of the potassium beam obtained in the present study from 
which we can calculate the polarisation of the potassium 

beam.

- -  0 .18 -

0.08

• *

I I I I I ■ I I I I ■ I I
5 0  1 0 0  1 5 0

DETECTOR POSITION (ARB. UNIT )

Figure 18. The atomic beam profile of the potassium atom 
measured by the Langmuir-Taylor detector ( 50 •0.115 cm ).

(a) * refers to the undeflected beam (Rabi magnet
off)

(b) a refers to the deflected beam (Rabi magnet
on).
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3.3.5 Th* llabi Magn*t

Th* Rabi nagnat próvidas an inhomoganaous magnatlc flald of 
a pattam which allows tha spin analysis of atomic baams. 
It is mada of soft iron which is magnatizad by coils whan 
raguirad. Tha idaa of this magnat was first proposad by 
Hillman, Rabi and Zacharias as quotad by Ramsay (1969) and 

shown in Figura 19.

Figura 19. Typical cross- 
section of tha pola pieces of 
a Rabi magnat affectively 
producing two-wira fields. 
The direction of tha beam is 
perpendicular to tha plana of 
the paper ,Ramsey(1969)

This )cind of design has the advantage that its boundaries 
correspond to the equipotentials of the field produced by a 
system of the two parallel wires system(Ramsay, 1969).

Figure 20. Magnetic field 
around two-wlra field (full 
curves) and magnetic 
aqulpotantials (dashed 
curves). Infinitely narrow 
wires are assumed in tha 
figure but outside tha wires 
tha field is independent of 
tha wire diameter
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Thi» daslyn givas a uniform magnatlc flald gradiant ovar tha 
baam halgbt sltuatad as shown in fig 19. Tha haight of tha 
slit is 8mm and its width is 0.1 mm. According to Goudsmidt 
and Uhlanback a parmanent magnetic moment is assigned to tha 
electron which derives from an intrinsic angular momentum 
(spin) datansinad by a fixed quantum number s - 'i. In tha 

of ground state sodium or potassium passing through tha 
Rabi Biagnat, tha atoms will suffer a deflecting force given 

by

F - H, (dH/di) (ZXX-37)

where (i, - gj m^ m  ,in a strong magnetic field.

For Ha and K
mj - ± and gt - 2 for K and Na

m  - ± »1.
and F • ± |t,(dH/dz) (XXX-3S)

Nhen the Rabi magnet is on, the beam profile splits into 2 
more or less well resolved traces which allows the 
polarisation of the atomic beam to be deduced , see fig 
(18). The polarisation of the beam is given by

F - Hi - H,

where

Hi + H,

Hi “ number of atoms with spin up 
Hj - number of atoms with spin down

(XXX-39)



3.3.6 Langeulr-Tayler Dataotor and Atoaio

The l.angmuir-Taylor detector is a surface ionisation 

detector , see fig (21) . Our detector is made of a 3cm long 
tungsten wire of 0.1mm diameter with a copper cylinder 
surrounding it. This wire is placed on the axis of a copper 
cylinder and hold taut by two screws. The tungsten wire was 
oxidised by flashing it in air for a second (black coated). 
A icm hole in the surface of the cylinder lets the atcxnic 
beam pass through. The detector was placed inside another 
cylinder and isolated from it by ceramic spacers. The outer 
cylinder was attached to a vertical drive held by a bellow 

so that the detector can bo moved up and down.

Figure 21: Langmuir-Taylor detector

The idea of this detector is to ionize the atcass which 

stri)ce the wire, and to collect the ions by the copper 
cylinder. For this purpose a current of 0.84A was passed 
through the wire which is biased positively with respect to 
the copper cylinder. If I is the ionization potential in 
eV, T the temperature of the wire and 0 the work function of 

the wire in eV, wo have



nVn - exp(0 - I)/)cT

where nVn is the ratio of the re-evaporated ions n* to the 
nuather of the re-evaporated neutral atoms n^ and h the 

Boltzman constant )c - 8.5 x 10*‘ eV/K .

Every atom which strikes the wire will be ionised when the 

following condition is fulfilled.

(0 - I) 2 0.5 eV (XXZ-41)

Thorium-free tungsten has a work function of 4.48 eV which 
can be increased by surface-oxidisation to 6eV. Thus the 
detector works at its best condition for both sodium and

16
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Fig. 22 Sodium beam profile
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Fig. 23 Potassiua beam profile

potassium without the need to change the wire (Ẑ  " 4.1 eV, 
and Ifc - 5.13 eV). The profile of the detected potassium 
atomic beam, 112.5cm away from the hexapole magnet Is shown 
In figure (23) and the atomic beam density at the magnet 
end (n„) Is related to the density at the detector (n^) by

—  . 1 °***| * (XXX-42)

where and D„ are, respectively, the beam diameters at 
detector and at the hexapole exit. (D„ - 0.2cm, Blls, 1971)

Also
l..D..2̂ .e

(XXX-4S)

where li,. Is the Ion current,
1, - 1cm Is the length of the wire exposed to the atomic



SI
b«an, D« •• O.lom Is tb* wlrs dismetsr,

BkT *
^  - (----) tbs avsrags atomic vsloclty,

xm
and s tbs slsctronlc cbargs . For sodiiua.
2  - 7.812 X 10*cm/ssc 
and for potassium, 
y - 5.572 X lO^cm/ssc. 
Tbsn for sodium , 
n^^ - 1 X 10*** atoms/m’ 

and for potaslum
- 1.5 X 10*** atoms/m*

(T-660K)

(T-573K)

(XXZ-44)

(XXX-4S)
Substituting 111-44 and III-45 Into III-42 ws gst n„.

For sodlxim
»«(■» “ 2.50 X 10**’ atoms/m* (XXX-44)
and for potaslum ws gst
“•»(») ” 3.8 X 10**’ atoms/m* (XXX-47)
Tbs bsam dlamstsr (D,.,) at tbs Intsractlon rsglon wblcb Is 

38.5cm away from tbs bsxapols magnst axis Is

D,., - 0.41cm

so, that tbs dsnslty of tbs atomic bsam at tbs Intsractlon 

rsglon can bs glvsn by;

«1.«
For sodium

n,., - 6.0 X 10*** atoms/m* 
and for potassium

«1.« “ 9.0 X 10** atom/m*
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3 .4  TRB BLBCmOH BCUt COHVOMBITS

S . 4 . 1 B la o tro a  Qua

Th« basic problam in designing an electron gun is to produce 
the maximum current required, and if all other parameters 
are fixed, then this will place stringent limits on the 

attainable current. To build a low energy, high 

current electron gun, Simpson and Kuyatt (1963) used a 
multistage design. This idea is based on the observation in 
unipotential guns such as diodes, that, below a certain 
minimum voltage,the electron beams of these guns cannot 
saturate a given space. So if an electron beam of energy E 
passes through a region of length (1) defined by two 
apertures of diameter 2r, and if the maximum convergence 
angle of these apertures is y then there are two 
restrictions on the maximum current which can be put 

through.

Figure 24. Dotted line shows idealized space
^  beam profile required to saturate a given space

The first restriction is due to the repulsive force between 
electrons when they come very close to each other, i.e. the 
space charge force which is independent of 1 and r. but 

depends on the ratio 1/r,.

Provided that any external magnetic field is compensated and
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that tha alactron baan antars tha apaca with a maxiau* 
angular apraad 2y auch that tha axtraaa raya would croaa in 
tha aiddla of tha apaca aa ahown in Figura 24 than tha 

currant which can ba put through that ragion ia

- 38.5E’« (2r./!)» - 38.5E>« tan«Y

whara ia in |ih and E in aV . Tha alactrona aova in tha 
aiddla of tha apaca parallal to tha axia of tha aparturaa 
and tha alactron baaa forms a disc of diaaatar 2r./2.35.

Tha aacond raatriction on tha alactron baaa ia iapoaad by 
tha thaoraa of Halmholtz - Lagranga which stataa, that for 
any two planaa Zi and Z, aaperatad by a non-abaorbing optical 

path, auch that plana Z, ia tha image of plana Zi,

n id x i s in 0 i  “  n idxj a in S j

Bara ni and n, ara indices of refraction, 0j and 6, are angles 
of convarganca at points in plana Zj and Zi, and dxi and dx, 
ara diffarantial alements in the planes (Simpson, 1967). 
According to this theorem Simpson and Kuyatt dealt with 
limitations on beam density of unipotantial guns. They 
obtained tha following expression which relates tha cathode 
temperature T (in K), tha alactron convarganca angle at tha 
anode, 0„ and tha angle y , characterising tha dimension of 

tha gun to tha alactron energy E
211 T tan»Y

E 2 (----- ) (----- ) <■ -) (ZZZ>50)
It 11600 f(Y)sinM0j)

This inequality must ba satisfied for saturation of tha

space.
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Flour* 25 Graph of current vs. voltage showing regions 
accessible to diode guns capable of obtaining 
8pac0  char^o saturation current^ laur within a 
given space defined by convergence angle . Cases 
of less than full saturation 0.51^ and 0.25Im  
are also shown. The usable region is to the right 
of the y  -  constant and above the I/I^ - constant 
lines. On the right margin is given the cathode 
to anode radius R./R. of the optimum Pierce gw. 
The dashed line at the bottom is the zero anode- 
cathode spacing limit, see Simpson and Kuyatt 
(1963) .

In figure (25), taken from Simpson (1967), the line 1/I„ - 
1 represents the condition given by the equality of equation 
(III-50), while other lines which are parallel to this line 
represent currents less than I^. Also shown are lines of 
equal perveanc* as straight lines sloping upwards to 
the right. The way to use this graph is to use the regions 
to the right of Y “ constant and above the appropriate 
current ratio line. We see that no space can be saturated 
with a unipotential gun of less than 220 V anode voltage for
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th* region determined by the line X “ end y “ 9.2* end 
thet for 10 volts the most thet esn be expected from such e 
gun is 25% seturetion with e convergence engle of 17.85*, et 
e current of ebout 20(iA. At 1 volt the convergence engle y 
would be greeter then 74*, end these highly divergent diodes 
ere unsulteble for the present experiment. It is elso found 
for e triode gun with e heirpin filsment thet its plene of 
smellest electron beam cross section occurs within the gun 
end the beem diverges from then on es seen in figure (26)

Figure 26. The formation of the smallest cross section 
within the gun.

The multistage construction of the gun essentially overcomes 
these difficulties by extracting the electrons at some 
higher energy to overcome the space charge problem end by 
then decelerating the electron beam to its final energy. In 
our case where the cathode is biased negatively, the image 
of this cathode forms the plane of the smallest cross 
section. This image is transferred through the various 
parts of the gun until it forms a reduced image et the 
interaction region. The contour of the electron beam et the 
interaction region will be similar to Figure (24)

The electron gun design is shown in figure (27). The first 
stage of this gun consists of the cathode(0), grid(l) and 
anode(2) ,all are made of tantalum. This extraction stage



rigur« 27: cross ssction of ths slsctron gun to seals

forms a Soa - typs ismarsion Ians, which has tha proparty 
that tha objact and tha image lie within tha Ians field. 
So, tha Ians will form an image of tha cathode at soma 
intarmadiata position which is a function of t “ V, /V. as
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givttn by Soa (1959) aa quotad by Simpson and Kuyabb (1963). 
Iha magnification and position of ths catboda imaga is 
graatly influancad by tha grid bias. So, by incraasing tha 
biasing of tha grid tha image of tha cathoda will move 

further and further away from the anode.

At sero or small negative bias the reduced image of tha 
cathode will appear in close vicinity to the anode plane as 

shown in graph (28) .

Figure 28. Properties of a standard Soa immersion
scale invariant parameter perveance, I/V* , is 
given on the left ordinate, the optical 
properties, image distance Q in units of grid 
cathode spacing dn and magnification M  on the 
right. The distance Q is measured from the anode 
plane. The values of grid bias are relative to 
the cathode surface. The effect of contact 
potential, interface drop, etc. may be as troch as 
2V. The zero bias point was determined by the 
bréale in curves of current vs applied bias.
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Th« 0«cond at0 9 * which is a dscslaration shags consists of 
thras apsrturs Isnsss 3, 4, and 5 which allows ths
dsmagnifisd imago to bo projected onto a reduced image in 
the interaction region. These two stages together can be 
used as a low energy gun, but in our work we tried to avoid 
any unwanted electric and magnetic fields. So, a third 
stage was added to overcome this problem by using a variable 
ratio lens, again machined out of non-magnetic stainless 
steel, ouch that the last element towards the interaction 
region is earthed while the entrance is held at the same 
potential as the exit aperture of the deceleration stage. 
In these circximotanceo the cathode should be biased 
negatively and the energy of the electrons is given by the 
absolute value of the cathode bias after taking into account 

the contact potential.

3 .4 . 2 The ootttaot potential

As we mentioned before, our cathode is a hairpin tungsten 
wire heated directly by the passsage of electric current. 
The various other parts of the electron gun are made of 
different materials, tantalum and non-magnetic stainless 
steel. All these materials have different work functions 
relative to the vacuum and will produce a net contact 
potential. To reduce this contact potential , all the 
M t a l  surfaces which surround the Interaction region and the 
aluminium table which holds the lens holder are coated with 
aquadag. The potential difference between the Interaction 

region and the cathode does not give the real energy of the 
electrons because of the existence of these "contact 

potentials”.
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Subsidiary maasuramants wara dona to dariva tha valúa of tha 
contact potential for aacb data sat (sodium and potassium). 
For tha casa of potassium a photomultipliar in ewnbination 
with an intarfaranca filter was used to detect tha radiation 
of tha potassiiim line (404.4nm) (SPj/j - 45»). The cathode 
potential with respect to earth was changed in steps of IV 
near threshold for tha excitation process and photons wara 
observed at each potential step. A graph of tha photon 
counts as a function of the cathode potential, is shown in 
figure 29.Tha potential corresponding to tha intersection of

rig (29) Determination of tha contact potential
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the straight part of the curve with the rero inteoaity axis 
should be the excitation potential of the 5Ps/i level known 
to be 3.06V. The difference between this value and that 
observed corresponds to the contact potential. In the case 
of the measurement illustrated in figure (29), the measured 
potential for the excitation of the SPj/2 states is found to 
be 5.5V so that the contact potential is 2.44eV. Thus, for 
a nominal energy lOeV, for instance, the true energy would 

be 7.56eV.

3.4.3 Thm Paraday Cup

The Faraday cup is made of non-raagnetic stainless steel, in 
the form of a cylinder of diameter 0.8cm and depth 6.8cm, 
the wall thickness being 1mm. The Faraday cup is enclosed 
in another cylinder of diameter 1cm and depth 7.3cm. A 
teflon spacer was used to insulate the Faraday cup from the 
enclosure which is earthed to avoid any stray elecric field 
at the interaction region. The Faraday cup itself is 
connected to an electrometer (Keithley, Model 610 CR) to 
measure the electron current. The Faraday cup, as we 
notice, is deep; the ratio of its depth to its diameter is 
about 7, and this ratio provides greater efficiency in 
collecting the electrons. The efficiency has been improved 
by sooting the inside of the Faraday cup to prevent 

electrons from  being reflected.

3.4.4 Aquadag and aootlag

Various parts of the apparatus are either sooted or aqua- 
dagged. This blackening was done for two purposes: the
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purpos« w«8 to r«duc* th« photon baclcground *nd th« 

••cond wna to roduc* eloctron rofl«ction at tha matal 

surfaca.

Sinca wa usad a hairpin filaaant which producás intansa 
radiation in tha visible region it is wise to soot tha 
alamants of tha electron gun too, to reduce tha photon 
baclcground. This also reduces electron reflection. All 
parte surrounding tha interaction region ware aquadaggad for 
tha sane purpose. Tha reflection of electrons frost an 
aquadagged surface is five times larger than from a sooted 
surfaces, sea Martin and Engel (1977). So, sooting tha 
electron gun elements will help in producing a better 

quality electron beam.

3.5 VBOTOM D m c n O H  SYSTEM

3.5.1 Small Balmbolts Coll (Quantisation field)

The aim of the experiment is to be able to detect all the 
relevant polarisation properties of the light . Me choose 
to perform this experiment such that the spin direction of 
the atoms is perpendicular to the electron impact axis. The 
induced fluorescence light is then detected in the direction
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Plat* 3: The arrangement of the apparatus at the interaction 
region.

of the spin polarisation. A small Helmholtz coll pair, each 
coil with 20 turns, was constructed with a diameter of 3cm 
and the coils were separated by 1.5cm. These coils not only 
control the strength of the field in the interaction region 
but also the direction of the field, which allows the 
direction of the spin polarisation to be reversed by 

reversing the field of the Helmholtz coils. Actually, the 
direction of the spin polarisation is perpendicular to both 
electron beam and atomic beam at the interaction region. A 
Thurlby power supply PL370 was used to provide the coil with 
the required stabllsed constant current.
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3.S.2 Photon dotootion

Tho wholo systom originally was built to do alaatlo 
•cattaring axporlnents so that no photons wars to ba 
datactad. In our exparlmant wa are Intarastad In the 
photons and Ignore the scattered electrons. So, wa are 
averaging our result over all electron directions. Sobm 
modification had to be done Inside the scattering chamJser, 
see plate 3. This modification consists of an aluminium 
plate held firmly In position by two rods coming off the 
turntable. This aluminium table holds the small Helmholtz 
coll described above and the newly designed lens holder 
whose distance from the center of the Interaction region can 
be adjusted. A plane convex glass lens (Melles Grlot) with 
a focal length of 7Smm and an effective aperture of 60mm was 
used to collect the radiation from the Interaction region. 
The lens was positioned such that It gave a magnified Image 
of the Interaction region at the photomultiplier located 
63cm away outside the scattering chamber. The vacuum seal 
was achieved by means of a glass window of 3mm thlclcness and 
40mm aperture. For linear polarisation measurements the 

light, which was gathered by the lens passed through the 
glass window and the linear polarlser (HN-38) which was 
fixed In front of the Interference filter for the line of 
Interest and then fell on the photomultiplier cathode. The 
polarlser, the Interference filter and the phot^ultlpller 
all form a single unit which can be rotated sianually. For 
circular polarisation measurements a X /4 plate for the line 
of Interest was Inserted In the path of the light just 
outside the scattering chamber and In front of the linear 
polarlser such that Its fast axis was set parallel to the
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•Ittctron b«an. A Soleil-Babinet compensator (Balia Nachf) 

tfss used to Identify and mark the fast and slow axes of the 
X /4 plates. Actually , we used two different 

photomultipliers in our experiment. A  red-sensitive 
Multiplier, specially selected for low dark count rate (EMI, 
model D-624), was used to measure the Ha-D-line 
(588.9/9.5nm). This 10 dynode tube has fairly small pulses 
of a few millivolts at an anode voltage of 1600V , and the 
quantum efficiency at 580nm is 11.8%. The interference 
filter and X /4 plate were those used for the helium 
yellow line ( X - 588nm ) For the blue potassium line
( X - 404.4nm) we used an EMI photomultiplier (model 
9883QA). The interference filter (Andover Corporation) for 
the KX 404.4/404.7nm lines has a peak transmission of 51.5% 
at 405nm and a bandwidth of 9.7nm . The X /4 plate for the 
line 404.4nm has an aperture of 40mm and is made of mica 
sandwiched between two glass plates (Dr Steeg 4 Reuter, type 
B). Finally we used a linear polariser of the type HH-PB for 

the potassium line.

3.S.3 Tbe Counting Bleotronioe

A schematic diagram of the counting electronics and of the 
experimental setup used to measure the Stokes parameters is 
shown in figure 30 . The photomultiplier was powered by a 
filtered Fluke high voltage power a.upply, model 408 B. Me 
biased the anode of the photomultiplier positively and the 
cathode was earthed; at the first stage, ie, between cathode 
and the first dynode, the electrons are affected greatly by 
the presence of any magnetic field and this can lead to a 

loss of signal . To over-come this problem , the
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photoBultlpll*r was ablaldad magnatically by soft matarlal 
(Conatlc). Tha output pulses from the anode were fed to 
the aa^lifler (LeCroy, model 612A) which provided 
aa^lification by a factor of 10 or a factor of 100, 
¿•pending on the nature of the signal and the sensitivity of 
the discriminator. A constant fraction discriminator ( 

Ortec, model 473) was used to cut off the noise from the 
signal • The signal was then passed to a ratemeter (NE, 
model 4607), and a linlced scaler/timer combination (Nuclear 
Enterprises) which simultaneously recorded the elapsed time 
and the number of photons. Preselected time intervals were 
used during which the number of pulses were counted.
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Ca i » T«R  XV

4.1 V e la riM tio n  M w u r — n t and Jknalyala

4.1.1 Velaxisatimk of tha riuoxaseaao« Light

Tha fluorascant light emitted in the decay of the atom 
excited by electron Impact waa detected in the Z-direction. 
The atomic beam waa polariaed and ita apin polariaation at 
the moment of impact waa alao pointing in the Z-direction. 
The electron-beam, the atomic beam and photon beam form a 
mutually perpendicular aet of cartealan axea. In auch an 
arrangement all the relevant polariaation parametera can be 
meaaured ualng the formulae given by Born and Wolf (1970). 
In figure 31 we ahow a generalized arrangement, containing 
a retarder of retardance A and a linear polarlaer, for the 
meaaurement of the polariaation parametera. o la the angle 

of the polariaer tranamiaalon axia with reapect to the -y- 
axia (electron beam), and P ia the angle of the faat axia of 
the X /4 retarder with reapect to the -y-axia. The Intenaity 
of the fluoreacence light la given in terma of the intenaity 
1(0, P) of the light paaaing through while the tranamlaaion 
axia of the polarlaer and the faat axia of the retarder are 
at anglea O and P reapectively. Hence the Intenaitlea are.

Xi - 1(0*, 0“) + X(90*, 90*) a

Zt - X(45*, 45*) + X(135‘, 135«) b

X, - X(45*, 0‘) ♦ X(135*, 0*) c

(IV-1)
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Fig (31) G«nttrallz*d arrangemant of a ratardar of 
ratardanca A  and a polarlsar for tba maasuranant 
of polarisation paramatars.

and, tha linaar polarisation Stokas paranatar Vj is givan by 

1(0*, 0*) - 1(90», 90*)
»1 - (IV-2)

Zx

Tha linaar polarisation paramatar Pj is givan by 

1(45*, 45«) - 1(135*, 135*)
P» - (XV-3)

X.

and tha circular polarisation paramatar P, is givan by 

1(45*, 0*) - 1(135*, 0*)
»X - (nr-4)

Zx

Actually in doing tha axparinant, wa usad to ranova X/4 whan 

■aasuring Pj .
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4.1.2 Corx*otion of tho Moaaurod Poloxiaotioa

4.1.2.1 Optleal Solid Anglo Corxootlon

Xho fluorosconco radiation is detocted along tho OZ axis. 
As ono can sea from figure 32 photons which are travelling 
At a non— zero angle with respect to the Z—axis will be

Fig 32 The cordinate system used in calculating the 
polarisation parameter.

focussed due to the focusing effect of the collecting lens, 
This will cause a depolarisation of the detected light. A 
cwaplete derivation for the solid angle correction can be 
found in Ehlers and Gallagher (1973). We merely report here 
tho formula for this correction. If, as indicated in fig. 
32, the atomic beam moves along the x—axis, the electron 

beam along the - y-axis and y, “ 0.33 rad is the maximum 
acceptance angle for the photons, which is defined by the 
A^AA of the lens used to gather the light, then the source
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polarisation », ia linked to the observed polarisation »,' by 

the equation

»- -
(1-a)», (XV-5)

«here a - - 0.027
The appropriate correction has beenapplied to the measured 

data.
4.1.2.2 »Im etroB  beam diverqenoe

AS one can see from figure 32 not all the electrons collide 

with the atomic beam at right angles. If there is a 
divergence of the electron beam it will cause the source 
polarisation, to be lees than the measured polarisation 
of the photons induced in the excitation process. As we 
Icnow that the interaction region is 7.7cm away from the 
second element of the variable ratio lens, which has 1.35cm

diameter,so
- 0.0874 rad.

where 0, is the maximum acceptance angle of the electrons. 
If we define 8 - (M)0». - 0.002 then the source
polarisation is given by Ehlers and Gallagher (1973) as

*. -
(1-38)» (IV-4)
1- 8»

where » is the true polarisation of the electron-excited 
atcxns .And the appropriate correction has been applied to 

the measured data ,but is found to be small.
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4.1.2.3 »nalyMT trannd-ttano*

Iba polarisation analysar is a polaroid filn. This kind of 
analysar, if not chosen carefully, causes a reduction in the 
BMasured polarisation of the detected light due to 
IncoB^lete extinction of the light if the polariser axis is 
at a position perpendicular to the B-vector of the detected 
light. Again, following from Ehlers st si (1973), the 
measured polarisation, P, , and the polarisation observed 

through the optics, P,, , are related by

». -
k, - k. (XV-7)
k| + ki

where k| and ki are the transmittances for radiation with the 
electric vector parallel or perpendicular to the polariser 

axis.

In our experiment, we applied two different analysers. For 
the sodium D-line (589 nm), we used HN-38 polaroid film 
which has a transmission of 38% and for the potassium line 
(404.4 nm) we used KH-PB film, which has a transmission of 
30% at this wavelength. Both analysers provide a high 
extinction ratio at the appropriate wavelength so that 

P. - P..
to a good approximation

4.2 Banle Effect

4.2.1 Xmtroduotion to Hanle effect

In the geometry given in figure 32, we have the electron 
beam along the negative y-axis, the atomic beam along the x-
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axis and tha datactad radiation along tha Z-axia. So, tha 
radiation can ba considerad to ba coning from a dipola 
(¿Gustad at tha origin with componanants along tha x, y, and 
s-axia . For unpolarisad colliding partners , due to tha 
cylindrical symmatry about tha impact axis, one expects that 
tha measured intensities of the radiation at angle 45* and 
135* would ba tha sane. This leads to Ft " *» " 0, while tha 
intensities polarised parallel and perpendicular to tha 
impact axis are not equal, i.a., the Stokes parameter F» is 

not equal to saro.

Tha dipole and thus the measured polarisation may ba 
affected by magnetic fields in the interaction region 
(Banla 1924 , a translation of of the original articlawas 
made by Moruzsi 1991) . As also reported by Mitchell and 
Zamansk (1934) that Hanle made a thorough study of tha 
polarisation of tha mercury resonance line at 253.7nm in tha 
presence of a weak magnetic field. Hanle applied tha 
magnetic field in several directions and measured tha 
polarisation of the omitted radiation. Of particular 
interest was the case when the direction of tha applied 
magnetic field coincided with the direction along which ha 
datactad tha emitted radiation. He found that, if tha 
magnetic field was strong enough, the emitted radiation was 
totally unpolarised. By reducing tha field little by 
little, tha emitted radiation became more and more polarised 
reaching the maximum polarisation at zero field. This 
depolarisation of the emitted light due to the application 
of a magnetic field is known as Hanle effect. Even without 
magnetic field the polarizaion of the fluorescence radiation 
is not 100% if the excited state is affected by fine
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strutur* or hyporfln* etructuro intor«ction. Sodiua «nd 
potasalua both hava fin# and hyparfina atructura. 
Thaoratlcally tha polariaation o f  tha amlttad radiation ia 
tbarafora 12.9% at thraahold (Parcival and Saaton, 1958 and 

Klainpoppan, 1969).

Oaing alactron iapact axcitation tha maaaurad dagraa of 
polariaation for tha sodium raaonanca linaa 3» - 38 ia 10% 
in a vary waak flald (Enaioark and Gallaghar 1972). For tha 
potaaaium raaonanca llnaa (58 - 48) a briaf axparimant waa 
Qi^rriad out to maaaura tha linaar polariaation paranatar, 8i» 
as a function of tha atrangth of tha magnatlc flald naar tha 
thraahold anargy of 3.06aV for axcitation of tha atataa 

5**ï/a,i/ï* ^••'>lta ara ahovn in figura 33.

Fig 33 Haaaurad variation in tha polariaation paraaatar, 
»„of tha potassioa raaonanca lina (5»-48) aa a 
conaaquanca of tha application of a «agnatic fiald 
along tha s-axia .
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4.2.2 Clusieal ■anl* aff^ot thaory

Th* clasaical theory of radiation can explain the Hanle 
effect We follow the argument of Corney (1977) in 
explaining the Hanle effect. If the emitted radiation is 
polarised linearly and parallel to the impact axis (electron 
beam) it can be considered to be coming from a single damped 
oscillator which oscillates at an angular frequency CAg. The 

electric field B(t) varies as

■ (t) “ E(0) .exp {-i(o>o - ir /2)(t-to)). 1 (XV-9)

where T  - 1/t is the damping constant
and t - radiative lifetime of the excited atom .

So, when we apply a finite magnetic field to this 
oscillating electron it will experience the Lorentx force

r • -ev X B
where ▼ • velocity of the electron.

(XV-10)

This liOrentz force will cause the oscillator to precess 
about the magnetic field with the Larmor frequency given by

«»I - 9r —  B ■2m
(9r)>̂ ) (rv-ix)

where g, is the Lande g-factor to be applied for the excited 

3Bj/i state for sodium and the 5Pj/a state of potassium , 

respectively.
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If w* look towards the radiating atom, then it follows from 
IV-11 that by increasing the applied field more and more, 
the oscillation will be able to complete the rosette before 
its energy has been radiated away as shown in figure (34) 
and (35) , and consequently the emitted radiation suffers 
progressive depolarisation . For a weak magnetic field the 
oscillator will only be able to complete a small fraction of 
the rosette and the polarisation of the emitted radiation 
will only be slightly reduced (Fig. 35 ) Actually ,the 
polarisation properties of the emitted light are not 
determined by the magnetic field alone but by a conO^lnation 

of the magnetic field and the lifetime of the excited state 
Thus an atom of shorter lifetime placed in a weak magnetic

Fig. 34 Strong magnetic field Fig. 35 Weak siagneticfield 
or long lifetime or short lifetime

field (Fig.35) would emit more highly polarised light than 
an atom of longer lifetime placed in the same field 

(Fig.34).
The Hanle effect has therefore )3een widely used to measure 

lifetimes of excited states .
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4 . 2 . 3  V ia *  and itfpTtia» a tro o tu ra  o£ a o d lo i and p e ta a a ivB

Tha alkali aatal atoms such as sodium and potassium ara 
conposad of a single electron outside a core of completely 
filled electronic shells. This outer electron possesses an 
angular momentum, L, and an Intrinsic angular momentum, S, 
coupled together to produce a multiple structure for each 
level (fine structure). The energy shift due to the spin 
orbit Interaction Is given by Nelssbluth (1978).

e«, -
z‘e»lr* J(J+1) - L(L+1) - S(S+1)

4a*oa*c* n’(I*+l) (l*+'4)h
(ZV-12)

where a« - li»/me> Is the Bohr radius, m the rest mass of the 
electron and J - L + 8 the total angular momentum. Since J 

Is confined to the values L ± H and S ~ 'i then

Z*e>n» IViL
2»o “ Bl«* 2a’om*c* n’ <L+1) (1<+«)L |-H(L+1)

(IV-13)

So ,the splitting between Pj/j and Pj/a Is given by 

Z*
8e«, - 5.84

n’L(L+l)
cm'

The P state splits as a result Into two components as 

shown below
— — — —  Pj/a

P a/2

Z'
where the splitting a •*

n*(L+l) (L+i*)!*
(ZV-14)
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(Haken and Nolf, 1984)

Not only does tha atom have an angular momentum L and apln 
8 , but the nucleus also possesses a spin Z, which couples 
with J to give the total angular momentum operator F  such 

that
r - Z J
J • L 8

F takes the values

F - I + J ,  I + J - 1 ,  .....  |l-J|
since I - 3/2 for sodium and potassium there will be 
further splitting of the state into hyperfine structure , 
e.g. the ground states denoted by 3*8» and 4*8j/j will split 

into F - 1 and F - 2 states.

The general formula for calculating the hyperfine energy 

levels is given by Kopfermann (1958)

E " E, + AC/2 + B
3/4C(C+l)-I(I+l)J(J+1) (ZV-15)

21(21-1)J(2J-1) 

where E, - energy of the multiplet level 

C - F(F+1) - 1(1+1) - J(J-l)

F - I+J, I+J-1, --- |l-J| (ZV-18)

The values for the relevant hyperfine structure constants X 

and B are listed in table 1 quoted by Happer (1975)•

Figure 36 shows the hyperfine energy levels of ”Na for the 

3*8j/a, 3*Fi„ and 3*F„j states .
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Tabi* 1. hyparfin* structura constanta A  and B (Bajear 1975)

Blamant n A(n*S,)
MHz

A(n»»,)
MHz

A(n**,„)
MHz

B(n**,/,)
MHz

»■a 3 885.82 94.30 18.65 2.82

*•* 4 230.85 28.85 6.09 2.77

5 8.99 1.972 0.866

5 1.08

M - ; 3  ; 2 - . 1 0  i - 2
^  5 8 . 7 7 M H z F~2

1 3 4 . 4 8 M H z  . F - 1
M  5 . 8 3 M H z * F - 0

5 , 1 5 5 X l d  ^ H z
*J -  - - — *  »  ♦  ♦ F~2

T _ 1 8 8 . 6 M H z F - 1 1/2

5,08X1 Hz

M- - ? ____ ;̂1___9____ î-1___i2
^ 1 771.6MHz 1/2

Fig 36 Hyparflna anargy lavala of ”«a for 3>i», 3*P* M d  
3 **1/! atataa, indicating tba hyparfina aublavala |IH|. 
Not to acala.

Figura 37 ahowa tha hyparfina anargy lavai of tha 4*8,, 5*»« 

and 5*Vj/a of ’*K. Tba aaro flald byparflna apllttlnga for 
potaaalua ara darlvad from tba maaaurad valuaa in Tabla 1 

and bava tha valuaa glvan balow :
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For J - H (ground stato 4*t«)
- B,.! • 2A« - 461.70 MHZ 

for J • U axcltad stata (5*V«)
Bm  - B^i - 2A« • 17.98 MHZ 

and for J - 3/2 axcltad stata (5Vj/j)
BfMj “ Bf«2 “ 3A)/| + 83^2 " 6.782 MHZ

Bf^ “ BpM2 * 2Aj/j “ 8j/2 " 3.078 MHZ
B|̂ j ~ Bf.4 “ Kifx — B]/2 “ 1.106 MHZ

6.782MHz

3.078MHz“
1.106MHz

5.622x10^ ^Hz

-J ÿ 1 _ ÿ 2 _ ÿ 3  F -3

.98 MHz

7.403x1 J ^ H z

M- ;2 -.1 0 / I  .+2

■4 8 I .77 MHz

3/2

F . , r

F-1 - I
/2

Fig 37 Eyparflna anargy lavais for tha 48«, 58« and 58j/j 
statas of potassi«« (not to scala).

As dlscussad abova both sodlun and potassium hava hyparfina 
structura. According to tha thaory of Parclval and Saaton 
dascrlbad by Klalnpoppan (1969) tha llnaar polarisation of
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th* «mlttAd radiation at threshold depends on two factors. 

One factor is the natural width of the excited state and the 
second is the fine and hyperfine structure. For an ate« 
possessing no fine and hyperfine structure the level width 
/.fw be ignored and at threshold the polarisation of the P-S 
fluorescence following a 8-P excitation is 100%, because 
only the mi “ 0 substate is excited. The presence of fine 
structure reduces the polarisation at threshold especially 

when both *,/* and Fj/, lines are observed. If the fine 
structure splitting is large compared to the natural width 
then the polarisation is 42.9%. When there is also a 
hyperfine structure splitting a further depolarisation 
occurs to the emitted radiation, depending on the value of 
the nuclear spin and the relation between lifetime and the 
hyperfine structure. In our case the nuclear spin, X, for 
both sodium and potassium is 3/2. In the case of the 
hyperfine structure splitting being large compared to the 
natural width of the state the polarisation will be 12.9% at 
threshold. The radiation will be depolarised further by the 

Hanle effect if the atoms are under the influence of a 

BMgnetic field.

4,2.4 Banle effeot depolarisation for the observed state

Figure 38 shows the experimental geometry of the interaction 
region. The free atomic beam is excited by the electron 
beam. The resultant resonance fluorescence light is 
collected and passed through the analyser and the 
interference filter to the photomultiplier .When the field is 

sero the 3F,/j state
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Fig. 38 Geometry of the interaction region

of sodium or 5P,/* state of potassium is split into four 
byperfine states of total angular momentum F.

F - I + 3/2, 1 + Vi, I - I - 3/2
where I is the nuclear spin. In figure 39 we show the 
i.0 2,ative spacing of the levels for *’Na and **K taken frraa 

Schmieder et al (1970) .

Fig. 39 Relative spacing 
of the hyperfine energy 
levels of the stable 
alScali atoms, “Ha and ’*K 
for the »P,/i states.

As the magnetic field increases above zero, the F  states 
start to split into their Zeeman components. At low field 
each hfs level splits into (2F+1) equidistant levels and in 
total, there would be (2J+1)(21+1) Zeeman levels for the 
cos^lete hfs multiplet. The magnetic quantum number m, can
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» 1 1  th« Intagar valu*# b*twe«n -F and +F. For a *»j/t 

laval at «aro flald thar* would ba four hfa lavais as saan 
in figura 39 (F-3, F-2, F-1 and F-0). By applying a vaak 
nagnatic fiald th* F - 3 laval will split into savan 
aquidistant lavais, tha F - 2 laval into fiva and th* F - 1 
laval into thraa , whila F -0 laval will stay tha saaa. Tha 
shift of tha atomic hyparfina statas in a waak magnatic 

fl»l^ Bo is givan by Kopfartnann (1958) :

Ab, , .  -  m  « r  9, Ho

F(F+1) + J(J+1) - 1(1+1)
whara g.

9j

9j 2F(F+1)

3J(J+1) + S(S+1) - L(L+1) 
2J(J+1)

(1-17)

and m  “ Bohr magnaton

Tha anargy diffaranca batwaen two adjacent levels is 

A(AE,.,) - )i, 9, Am, Ho 

hare An, " 1  so 
A(AE,,.) - m  9, Ho

For tha stata we have I - J for sodium and potassium so

g, - 4/3 and g, - 2/3 

It follows that
A(AE,..) - hv - (2/3) m  Ho (IV-18)

la V -
(2/3) m  Ho

whara v is tha frequency corresponding to tha anargy 

diffaranca A (AS,,.) .
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Th* «l^ctron which is moving in its orbit, undsr ths 
influsncs of the magnetic field will behave like a gyroscope 
and the oscillator will precess about the field B« with a 
frequency of approximately IMHz for H* ~ 1 Gauss (see 4.2.2). 
In this case one precession, therefore, will take 10 ‘ sec. 
Since the lifetime of the 5*3,« state of potassium is 140.8ns 
(Bapper 1963) this means that during the lifetime the orbit 
will make 1/7 of a precession equivalent to 51*. This 
situation is unsatisfactory because it will reduce the 
linear polarisation. Pi, of the emitted radiation, to below 
its maximum possible value and as a consequence Pj will not 
be sero anymore. Therefore the experiment on potassium was 
carried out at a field of 0.2 Gauss which means that the 
orbit will make (1/36) of a precession which is equivalent 
to only 10*. This setting of the field will not depolarise 
the emitted radiation by much and is still sufficient to 

maintain the spin orientation of the atomic beam .

For sodium the experiment was carried out at a field equal 
to 0.5 G. (which results in 1/60 of a precession in one life 
time, equivalent to 6*). We notice that the value of the 
linear polarisation is more sensitive to the applied 

magnetic field for the 5*Pj/a state of potassium, than for the 
3 »Pj/j state of sodium ; this is so because the lifetime of 

the 5*P«/i state of potassium is much larger than the lifetime 

of the 3*P,/» state of sodium.
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4.3.1 8odl«m » « s u it «

Figs. 40aib Bhow the linear polarisation of the sodium D 

lines (3*8i/a,» ” 3*3») • function of the electron energy.
The measurement was carried out under the influence of a 
weak magnetic field of 0.5G set parallel to the photon 
direction. The linear polarisation » 1  observed is shown in 
comparison with the previous measurement done by Osimitsch 

(1983) (Fig 40a) and Jitchin et s i  (1984) (Fig 40b). As we 
see from figure 40a*b , our measurement of F, for sodium is 
in good agreement with their results because Pi is 
independent of the atomic beam polarisation. Also, figures 
40atb show the various theoretical calculations of the 
linear polarisation. The maximum value of Pi occurs near the 
threshold wich is about 12%. As we can see the experimental 
and theoretical predictions of Pi are in fairly good 
agreement at higher energy but at low energy the theoretical 
prediction is greater, which might bo to some extent an 

effect of the energy width of the electron beam.
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Fig. 40a Tha linear polarisation Pi of the sodium D resonance 
lines. The Me atoms were polarised by magnetic-state 
selection in a hexapole magnet and excited by unpolarised 
electrons. Experimental data not corrected for cascades ; 
□  present work ; ♦ » Osisd,tsch (1983) . Theoretical 
curves * # Moores and Norcross (1972)/ —  Tripathi (1973)# 
exchange neglected; Kennedy et ai (1977).

Fig (40b) AS Fig. 40a , showing measurement ; □,present 
wor)c and 4 rJitschin et si (1 9 8 4 ) ,
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rig. 41, shows ths linssr polsrlsatlon psrsmstsr, of ths 
sodlua D-llnss (3»Pj/i,* - 3>8»). Thsorstically tha valus of 
Pj is sarò, as Indicatad by tha solld lina in ths figura 
providad tha appliad siagnatic fiald in tha intaraction 
ragion is saro. For tha magnatic fiald of 0.56 usad in tha 
axparimant, Pa should stili ba vary dosa to saro and this is 
confirmad by tha data in Fig 41. Tha avaraga valúa of P, of 
our SMasuramant is *0.03 ±1.30% and in tha casa of Osimitsch 
and Jitschin about 0.1 ± 1.7% and <1.5% raspactivaly. All 
tha thraa valúas ara compatibla with saro within tha 

axparimantal arrors.

Î
10 100 

ENERGY[eV]
1000

Fig (41) Tha linaar polarisation, F*, of tha sodium D 
rasonanca lina. Tha Ha atoms wars polarisad Jûy magnatic- 
stata salaction in a haxapola magnat and axcitad by 
unpolarlsad alactrons. Bxparimantal data: IX prasant work
not corractad for Cascadas, and ♦ , Osimitch (1983) ; ___ ,
thaoratlcal curva.
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Figures 42 s and b show tha circular polarisation, F„ of 
the sodium rasonanca D-linas -3*5») in CMiparison
with theory and previous measurements by Osimitsch (1983) 
and Jitschin at si (1984). As we see from the figures the 
circular polarisation Fj Increases more or less steadily from 
its threshold value to reach a nearly constant value above 
30eV. Our present measurements for the circular polarisation 
are consistently a little larger than the previous 
measurements, even though the atomic polarisation should be 
the same. Our results are in good agreement with the 
theoretical wor)c by Moores and Norcross (1972) and Kennedy 
et si (1977). The reason for our circular polarisation P, 
being higher than the previous measurements may possibly be 
attributed to a better setting of the guiding field which 
would cause less depolarisation of the atomic beam on the 
way between the hexapole magnet and to the interaction 

region .

Figure 43 shows the circular polarisation 9^ of the D- lines 

as a function of the magnetic field at energy 25eV. The 
positive part of the polarisation is measured when the 
magnetic field is pointing towards the observer and the 
negative values are obtained when the direction of the 
magnetic field is away from the observer. The curve is 
fairly symmetric and reaches saturation at a magnetic field 
of about 0.5G. The curve being symmetric Indicates that our 
experimental setting is reasonable So we too)c our 
measurements for linear polarisation, Pj, Pj and the circular 

polarisation P| at a magnetic field of O.SG.
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Fia. 42a Circular polarisation Pj of the sodium D resonance 
lines. The M» atoms were polarised by magnetic *^te 
selection in a hexapole magnet. Experimental data; Q  , 
present work . ♦ , Osimitsch (1983) . Theoretical work has
been calculated by Jitschin(1984) from the available 
information of — Tripathi et , _  Moores and
Norcross (1972) Kennedy et al (1977).

Fig. 42b As figure 42a , showing measturements: □  , present 
work.a . Jitschin et al. (1984).
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Fig. 43 Circular Polarisation *, as a function of tha applied 
magnetic field, for the sodlom resonance lines S»*».,,, - 3*^. 
The sodium atoms were polarised using a hexapole (P* “ 211). 
□,present work ,4,Osimitsch (1983).Errors are too small to 
be shown

4.3.2 Potassium Pmsults
When we measured the linear polarisation for potassium we 

were very careful with the magnetic field applied in the 
interaction region. As explained in 4.2.4 a magnetic field 
of 0.70G, should partially depolarise the fluorescent 
radiation so that P» will be reduced, while at the same time 
the linear polarisation, Pj, sould no longer be equal to 
sero. This is confirmed by the results shown in figure 44 
where the linear polarisation. Pi, of the potassium resonance 

lines (5*P,/*,i/i - 4*8») was taken with an applied magnetic 
field of 0.7G. The maximum value of Pi in this field is in 

the neighbourhood of 4%.
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Fig. 44 Th« linear polarisation, Fx, of ^ a  p e t u s l w  
rasonanca lines 5»F,«,» - 4>8x«. X magnetic field of 0.70auss 
is ai^lied in the interaction region.

In contrast figure 45 shows the linear polarisation Fx of the 
potassium resonance lines (5»F,.„, - >8*) as a function of the 
electron energy taken at an applied magnetic field of 0.26. 
We notice from the graph that at 3.3eV, which is close to 
the excitation threshold of the 5F level of potassium (3.06 
eV), we obtain the maximum linear polarisation of about 10%. 

The polarisation decreases as the energy increases and 
changes sign at approximately 20eV. Ho other experimental or 
theoretical data are available for comparison If we 
ccag>are the potassium linear polarisation parameter px in 
Fig. 45 with the corresponding sodium result in Fig. 40a,b 
we findstrong similarities of the values above approximately 
5 eV including the sign change of Fx at approximately 20 eV. 
However , near the threshold the behaviour appears to be



»1
different , sodium showing s maximum of »x sbove threshold 
while Fi for potassium spperently keeps incressing right down 

to the threshold energy.

rig. 45 The linesr polarisation Fj of the potasslaa resonance 
lines (5>Fj/, « - 4*8|,) as a function of the electron energy. 
The applied ' magnetic field in the interaction region is 
0.26.

Figure 46 shows the linear polarisation F, for the potassium 
resonance lines (5»F,^va " <*■») »••»«red with an external 
magnetic field of 0.26. The average value of Fj is 0.48 ± 

1.13%
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T i g . 46 Th« linear polarisation, of th« peta««l«M 
rasonanc« linas (5»P*,,/, - 4»i*) as a function of th« electron 
energy. The applied magnetic field is 0.26.

Figure 47 shows the circular polarisation P, of the potassium 

resonance lines (5*P».j/, -4»S») as a function of the electron 
energy. The trend of P, is similar to that observed for ■« 

Fig. (42a6b), showing a rise of 9^ from 6.5% close to 
threshold to a nearly constant value of 16% above 25«V. 
There is an indication that there may be some structure at 
low energy. No other measurements or calculations are 
available for cnaparlson. The large error bars at high 

energy are due to the generally low cross sections for 
thesecond resonance line 5P-48 ccm^red with the first 
resonance line 4P-4P and the particularly steep decline of 
the 5P-41 cross section with increasing energy as shown in 

Fig 8.
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Fig. 47 Th« circular polarisation P, as a 

salaction in a hexapola magnat, P -21%.

Figura 48 shows tha circular polarisation P, of tha rasonanca 

linas 5»P,„,i/i - 4»«, as a function of tha appliad magnatic 
fiald in tha diraction of obsarvation and in tha ravarsa 

diraction. Tha alactron anargy is 25aV. Tha curva is 
fairly symmatric and raachas saturation at 0.20. Tha curva, 
baing symmatric, indicatas that our axparimantal satting is 
corract. All our final polarisation maasuramants for 

potassium war« carriad at 0.2G .
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applied aagnaAc*«!«« . Tha patMai»  ̂ aja aaa pelarlaad (P,
-21 % ) using a haxapole magnetic fiala .
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CaMSTBL V

B OOHCLOSZOH JkMD SISMkKr

From th« *xp«rim0 nt we hav« dona on aodium and potasaiu»f 
thraa autln conclusions can be drawn concerning F», and F,.

To start with we can say with confidence that the linear 
polarisation Fj is zero within the limits of experimental 
•rror for sodium and potassium. The average value of F, for 
sodium is (-0.03 ± 1.30)% and for potassium (0.48 ± 1.16)%. 
The circular polarisation, Fj, was measured at a magnetic 

of 0.5G for sodium and 0.2G for potassium. At low 
energy, the measured circular polarisation is relatively low 
(about 7%) for both sodium and potassium. This low value of 
Pj reveals some of the details of the processes which are 
going on when a low energy electron interacts with the 
polarised sodium and potassium atoms. At low energy the 
three interaction channels, exchange »direct and mixed are 
coBiparable in magnitude and this leads to a low value of the 
circular polarisation Fj due to spin flip of the electron of 

the atom in the exchange process. At higher energy the 
circular polarisation reaches about 17% for both sodium and 
potassium which indicates that the contribution of the 

exchange process is minimal at high energy .
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Fig (49) The hyperfine splitting of the 3»»,/, ®^*te of
(a) and the 5»P,/a states of the isotopes 39 41 (o)
of potaaaiu». The level widths are also shown (Happer,1975)

In Figure 49 we show the energy level diagrams and natural 
level widths for the excited P,,, states of the sodium and 
potassium atom. The potassium metal actually consists of 

6.9% *‘K and 93.1%
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**K , «nd both cas«8 ara shown. For sodium tha natural laval 
width is 9.95 MHz (t-16.0 nsac , Schmiadar at al ,1970 ) , 
whila for potassium, it is 1.13 MHz (t-140.8 nsac .Schmiadar 
at al ,1968 ) . As wa saa from Figura 49a tha laval width 
is noticaably smallar than tha fina and hyparfina splitting 
in tha casa of sodium . A thrashold polarisation of 12.9% 
is tharafora axpactad which our maasuramants (Fig. 40 atb) 
did not obtain .possibly dua to rasonancas naar thrashold. 
Howavar, tha maximum maasured polarisation occurs in tha 
naighbourhood of the thrashold and is about 12%. For **K 
(Fig 49b) wa notice that the splitting of tha Pj/j state is 
still larger than the level width except for the P-1 and »-0 
states for which the level width is comparable to tha 
splitting. This will probably only lead to a marginal 
increase of tha thrashold polarisation beyond 12.9%. Me 
have measured about 13.2% as can be concluded from figura 33 
. This value is unlikely to be affected very much by the 
6.9% abundance of^^K whose hyperfine splitting is lass than 
that of ’*K but still only leading to a slight overlap 

between F-1 and F-0 as indicated in Fig 49c .

Finally , we would suggest to extend these measurements into 
a systematic study of the alkali atoms by the same method to 

Bb and Cs .
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jkp ra iD X X

Data f o r  Figura 22 (Ma) Data for Figura 23 (X)

Datactor
diatanca
(ca)

I(Na* currant) 
(nA)

0.2 5.4
0.4 6.0
0.6 6.6
0.8 8.4
1.0 11.0
1.2 14.0
1.4 14.8
1.6 14.8
1.7 14.3
2.0 10.2
2.2 8.0
2.4 6.7
2.6 6.3
2.8 6.1
3.0 5.8
3.2 5.7
3.3 5.6

Data for Figura 29 (K)

Blactron Counts in
•nergy 400 sec
<av)

3.5 322
5 1897
6 7953
7 18271
9 32868

10 72939
15 91800
20 129744
25 190026
30 15800

---------- 7Datactor | 
diatanca

I (K* currant) 
(nA)

0.0 1.6
0.2 2.0
0.4 2.4
0.6 3.0
0.7 4.0
0.8 5.0
0.9 7.4
1.0 9.0
1.1 10.5
1.2 12.0
1.3 13.5
1.4 14.0
1.5 13.5
1.6 12.5
1.7 11.5
1.9 8.5
2.0 6.5
2.1 5.0
2.2 3.8
2.3 3.5
2.4 3.0
2.5 2.5
2.6 2.3
2.7 2.1
2.8 1.9
2.9 1.8
3.0 1.7
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Datactor
dlstanca
(cm)

I (K*'currant) 
(tiA)

0.0 0.085
0.1 0.09
0.15 0.094
0.2 0.096
0.25 0.096
0.3 0.1
0.35 0.105
0.4 0.116
0.45 0.132
0.5 0.15
0.55 0.183
0.6 0.2
0.65 0.182
0.7 0.17
0.75 0.155
0.8 0.14
0.85 0.122
0.9 0.11
0.95 0.105
1.0 0.105
1.05 0.105

---------- nDatactor | 
distanca 

(cm)
I (K*currant) 

(nA)

0.0 0.122
0.1 0.125
0.15 0.128
0.2 0.128
0.25 0.126
0.3 0.125
0.35 0.129
0.4 0.136
0.45 0.145
0.5 0.154
0.55 0.16
0.6 0.166
0.65 0.173
0.75 0.18
0.8 0.196
0.85 0.196
0.9 0.186
0.95 0.166
1.0 0.150
1.05 0.138
1.1 0.13
1.15 0.126
1.2 0.126
1.25 0.125
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Data for Flyura 40atb 

Px Va E (Ha)
Enargy
tav]

Pl[%)

2.1 5.66 ± 2.33
2.2 5.00 ± 0.78
2.5 7.50 ± 0.61
2.7 7.40 t 0.70
3.0 6.30 ± 1.00
4.0 10.78 ± 0.47
6.0 7.45 ± 0.72
7.0 6.69 ± 0.77
8.0 5.11 ± 0.77

10.0 3.11 ± 0.52
15.0 1.90 ± 1.10
20.0 -4.00 ± 1.20
30.0 -1.50 ± 1.20
40.0 -5.00 ± 2.80

Data for Figura 41 
P, Va E (Ha)

Enargy
tav]

P2[%]

2.3 -2.04 ± 0.90
2.5 1.52 ± 0.94
2.7 -1.50 ± 2.33
3.0 0.81 ± 2.33
4.0 -1.00 ± 2.33
6.0 -0.10 ± 2.33
8.0 -1.00 ± 2.33

10.0 -1.13 ± 2.33
15.0 -2.00 ± 2.33
20.0 3.00 ± 2.33
25.0 1.02 ± 2.33
30.0 2.80 1 2.33

Data for Figura 42aCb 

Pj Va E <Ma)
Enargy [aV] P3[%)

2.1 8.11 ± 2.72
2.3 9.50 ± 2.11
2.5 11.99 ± 1.88
2.7 13.70 ± 1.40
3.0 15.10 ± 1.30
4.0 17.72 ± 0.96
5.0 15.27 t 1.43
6.0 15.71 ± 1.00
8.0 15.65 ± 0.82

10.0 16.39 ± 0.77
15.0 16.97 ± 0.95
20.0 17.20 ± 0.62
25.0 16.03 ± 0.62
30.0 17.8 ± 2.20

Data for Figura 43 
Pj Va H (Ma)

H.[m.6.] P3[%)
0.0 1.02 ± 0.31

50.0 5.08 ± 0.40
175.0 7.83 ± 0.41
350.0 10.47 ± 0.38
450.0 11.82 ± 0.41
770.0 17.46 ± 0.40

1000.0 15.32 ± 0.40
1288.0 17.71 ± 0.38
-130.0 -3.01 ± 0.44
-350.0 -7.77 ± 0.47
-680.0 -12.40 * 0.52
-900.0 -12.66 ± 0.49

-1180.0 -15.60 ± 0.70
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Data for Figura 33 
Pi Va H (K)

Data for Figura 44 
Pi Va E [H-.67Gau88] (K)

R[6] Plt%]
0.120 12.40 ± 0.38
0.216 9.78 ± 0.33
0.300 11.32 ± 0.41
0.480 5.09 ± 0.39
0.720 4.09 ± 0.28
1.320 1.47 ± 0.30
1.920 0.13 ± 0.10

Data for Figura 45 
Pi Va E (0.2G) (K)

Enargy [aV] P2[%1

3.3 3.81 ± 0.82
3.5 6.13 ± 0.80
4.0 4.34 ± 0.62
4.5 4.09 ± 0.58
5.5 4.09 t 0.42
6.5 5.20 ± 0.51
7.5 3.98 ± 0.54
8.5 3.15 ± 0.53
9.5 3.67 ± 0.49
10.5 4.23 ± 0.49
15.5 3.30 ± 0.48
20.5 2.46 ± 0.49
25.5 3.01 ± 0.50
30.5 3.88 ± 0.49
50.5 2.55 ± 1.66
70.5 0.92 ± 2.00
90.5 3.03 ± 2.67

110.5 1.19 ± 3.13
130.5 -0.88 ± 3.72
150.5 -1.00 ± 4.19
200.0 -5.03 ±13.47

B. [aVJ Pl[%]
3.3 9.82 ± 0.44
3.5 8.53 ± 0.33
4.0 8.42 ± 0.29
4.5 8.45 ± 0.33
5.5 9.21 ± 0.24
6.5 6.45 ± 0.16
7.5 4.42 ± 0.46
8.5 4.52 ± 0.23
9.5 3.24 ± 0.21

10.5 4.20 ± 0.26
15.5 0.36 ± 0.20
20.5 0.22 t 0.29
25.5 -1.07 ± 0.34
30.5 -0.44 ± 0.36
40.5 -0.32 ± 1.50
50.5 2.89 ± 0.23
60.5 -5.04 ± 0.52
70.5 -6.42 ± 0.89
90.5 -3.91 ± 1.33

110.5 -1.65 ± 2.55
130.5 -4.75 ± 1.65
150.5 -4.81 ± 1.99
200.5 -5.98 ± 3.00

Data for Figura 46 
P, va E (.2G) (K)

E. (aV) P2[%1

3.3 -2.46 ± 0.92
3.5 -0.92 t 0.72
4.0 -0.99 ± 0.58
4.5 2.81 ± 0.70
5.5 -2.14 ± 0.56
6.5 1.22 ± 0.29
7.5 2.32 ± 0.26
8.5 -1.07 ± 0.24
9.5 1.18 ± 0.21

10.5 -0.13 ± 0.24
15.5 0.72 ± 0.23
20.5 0.69 ± 0.27
25.5 1.00 t 0.27
30.5 0.97 ± 0.26
50.5 0.85 ± 0.76
70.5 1.86 ± 3.18
90.5 0.91 ± 2.06

110.5 0.53 ± 2.48
130.5 1.96 ± 5.04
150.5 -2.49 ± 1.91
200.0 3.15 ± 2.56
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Data for Figure 47 Data for Figure 46

P, va E. <K) P, Vs H [H-0.2 G] (K)

E. [eV) P3[%]

4.0 6.93 ± 1.44
4.5 12.35 ± 0.67
5.5 9.94 ± 0.56
6.5 11.10 ± 0.76
7.5 10.34 ± 0.81
8.5 13.71 ± 0.86
9.5 10.91 ± 1.00

10.5 14.42 ± 0.56
15.5 14.15 ± 0.73
20.5 15.18 ± 0.83
25.5 15.08 ± 0.96
30.5 16.04 ± 0.95
50.5 14.59 ± 4.53
70.5 18.65 ± 5.63
90.5 14.90 ± 5.84

110.5 15.98 ± 4.94
150.5 15.96 ± 7.79
200.5 17.77 ± 13.50

H[G. 1 P3[%]

0.07 6.19 ± 0.47
0.31 15.71 ± 0.49

-0.17 -12.42 ± 0.49
-0.53 -14.63 ± 0.52
0.67 16.06 ± 0.60
0.67 15.88 ± 0.26

-0.65 -16.58 ± 0.33
-0.77 -14.47 ± 0.34
0.91 14.64 ± 0.33
1.03 16.58 ± 0.26

-0.89 -15.25 ± 0.34
-1.01 -16.23 ± 0.37
1.15 15.46 ± 0.29
1.27 17.98 ± 0.37

-1.13 -15.49 ± 0.32


